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QCcettie,
Five Volt

1/4 amp. Filament
Mu of Thirty

Announcing

12*

HI -MU Amplifier

type 340
The development of radio
centers around the radio
tube. In offering this new
type we take another step
forward in fulfilling the
obligation of leadership.

This new Cunningham Radio
Tube gives a fresh impetus to
engineering work in connec-
tion with resistance and im-
pedance coupled audio fre-
quency amplification.

Sixteen Types all in the Orange and
Blue Carton

E. T. CUNNINGHAM, Inc.
NEW YORK CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO

Manufactured and sold under rights, patents and inventions owned and or controlled

by Radio Corporation of America.



From the far northern Ice Patrol
Service to the tropic Radio Sta-
tion, Faradon Capacitors have
been generally accepted for exact.
ing fixed electrostatic condenser
needs.

The continued increasing use of

Faradon capacitors by quality
Equipment Manufacturers is most
convincing evidence of Faradon
dependability.
When planning new equipment re.
member that the twenty years' ex.
perience of the Wireless Specialty
Apparatus Company is at your
service for fixed condenser needs

Wireless Specialty Apparatus Co.
Jams, a Plain. Boston Mass.. U. S A.

Established 1907 069
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SOMETHING NEW
And Just What Radio Men

Have Been Waiting For

Real Pocket
Portable

Direa and Alternating
Current

Ammeters, Voltmeters,
Volt -Ammeters and

Wattmeters
ROLLER -SMITH

Types HTD and HTA.
Small enough for your
pocket, your tool kit or
your traveling bag.
Compact and light
enough to suit the
most critical.
Accurate and rugged
enough to suit the
most exacting require-
ments.
A wide enough variety
of ranges to cover
many tests, particular-
ly those encountered
in radio work, that
have heretofore re-
quired large portables.
Send for New Bulle-
tins K-110 and K-150.

"Over thirty years' experience
is back of ROLLER -SMITH"

MAIN OFFICE
2134 Woolworth Bldg., New York

PULLERMeasuringElectricalANand Protective Apparatus-

WORKS
Bethlehem, Penna.

Offices in principal cities in U. S. A. and Canada.
Representatives in Australia, Cuba and Japan.
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Amplifier Test Set

The Type 355 amplifier test set em-
bodies in a single instrument the neces-
sary set-up for taking characteristic
curves on all types of coupling units.

Its use embraces the taking of char-
acteristic curves on transformer, impe-
dance, and resistance coupled amplifiers
for the audio frequencies, intermediate
frequency transformers, and filters for
audio and carrier frequencies.

Price $180.00

Described in Bulletin 7211

GENERAL RADIO COMPANY
STATE STREET

CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS

It will be of mutual benefit to mention Proceedings in writing to advertisers
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The Quality of AmerTran

The AmerTran De Luxe
Made in 2 Types for 1st and 2nd Stage.

$10.00 Each

YOU wouldn't consider a cheaply built engine in a $3,000
car-Then %thy spend money for a good speaker and good

tubes for reception apparatus and put into it poorly designed,
inefficient audio transformers.

AmerTran De Luxe transformers are so perfected that
they cause tubes to amplify with all their natural fullness.
Lesser transformers cannot equal AmerTran De Luxe for de-
pendable volume and tone quality. Properly installed, they re-
sult in uniform reception over the entire useful audible range.

There is no question about the AmerTran De Luxe.
Time and again it has proved to the satisfaction of engineers
and laboratory workers that it is the truly outstanding audio
transformer. Finest results with modern speakers and tubes
are easily obtainable, and comparison will convince you that
the AmerTran De Luxe sets an entirely new standard of audio
amplification.

Correspondence with our Engineering Department is cordially invited

The American Transformer Co.
178 EMMET STREET NEWARK, N. J.

" Transformer Builders for Over 26 Years"

OTHER AMERTRAN PRODUCTS
AmerTran Power Transformer AmerTran Audio Transformer

Tpye PF-52-$18.00 Each Type AF6 and AF.7-45.00 Each
AmerChoke Type 854-$6.00 Each

orIANIENTNANIAteyTiNrtIAryTtvutIAtegTgANyAmasjikwIAregTttwrIArss(fyutons(fy
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ti
Dependable

and "C" Power
Ample Voltage-Self-Adjusting-Quiet

After two years of intensive development.
Grebe has produced a power unit that is:

Durable - Designed and built for long, reliable service
by a company that has made superior radio apparatus

for over seventeen years. Its ample power reserve brings
out the best tones in your set. "C" voltages automatically
adjusted for changes in "B" voltages.
Quiet-No "motor -boating," hum, or noises from variable

voltage contact adjustments. Shielded against outside
impulses.

Send for Booklet IE alvmg information
about this new Grebe product

A. H. Grebe & Co., Inc., 109 West 57th St.. N. Y. C.
Factory: Richmond Hill, N. Y.

W'fitrrn Brand,: .1.1i So. San Pedro St., Los Angeles, Cal
The Older EA-duct:I Radio Mankfmturfr

Type 671 for 5 and 6
tube receivers : 110
volts. 611 evele% A. C.

The

"Built for service - not to a price"
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Pattern
No. 135-c Quality

VOLTS
Voltmeter Product

RADIO VOLTMETER
Pattern No. 135-C Portable Voltmeter "De Luxe" for
use in making tests on either three or five volt tube
sets and accessories.

Measures A, B and C Battery voltages
Checks Filament Potential
Tests circuits, condensers, transformers, etc.
Can be used for all around experimental test

purposes.
DESIGN FEATURES

Two scales of special radio ranges (0-7.5-150 volts)
High resistance D'Arsonval movement
Sapphire Jewel bearings
Silver etched scale with black characters
Zero adjuster
Three phone tipped leads whiCh may be plugged into

the tip jacks on the radio panel or used for mak-
ing rapid battery voltage checks or for testing
circuits.

Silvered movement parts
Beautiful polished black bakelite case in handsome

miniature mantle clock design which will fit ittwith the most luxurious surroundings.

Jewell has a most complete line of desirable radio instruments. Write
for orn Radio Instrument Catalog No. I5 -C.

Jewell Electrical Instrument Co.
1650 Walnut St. . Chicago

"27 Years Making Good Instruments."
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Success attained through the use
of Bakelite Molded

N both the Meloformer and
NI elocou p ler the use of

Bakelite Molded plays an im-
portant part- in fact, the
makers say that the design of
these transformers was made
possible by Bakelite.

The stripped Meloformer
shown in the center has a Bake-
lite cap with four eyelet inserts
molded in, and to these the
flexible lead wires are anchored.
This same cap has four small
projections which insulate the
leads where they pass through
the metal coil spool.

The bases and tops of both
Meloformers and Melocouplers

are also of Bakelite Molded,
completed in one operation
with finished relief lettering
and metal inserts. Through
the use of multiple cavity
molds economical production
is secured. Twenty-five of the
coil caps are molded at one
time, and seven each of bases
and tops.

A Bakelite Engineer is at your
service, covering all methods,
processes and equipment re-
lating to the use of Bakelite
materials.

Write for a copy of Booklet
No. 35, "Bakelite Molded".

BAKELITE CORPORATION
217 NI fork, N. Y. Cilicai.) 'cc; t;:;.-, W. 22nd SI.
BAKELITE CORP. OF CANADA. LTD.. 163 Dufferin St., Toronto. Ont.

BAKELITE
THE MATERIAL OF W A THOUSAND USES
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RCA ANNOUNCES
RADIOTRON U X-240

for resistance coupled amplifiers

RADIOTRON UX-240
marks another RCA

contribution to the radio
art.

To read the characteristics
of Radiotron UX-240 is to
realize what RCA and its
associates have done for the
convenient and practical op-
eration of resistance coupled

amplification in amateur and
experimental work.

CHARACTERISTICS
Filament Volts 5

Filament Amperes 25
Plate Milliamperes [approx.] 2
Amplification factor 10

Plate C011 piing Amplifier
"B" Volts Resistance (ohms) "C" Volts

180 250,000 3
135 250,000 1.5

Stopping Condenser - .005 to .05 mid.
Amplifier Grid Leak -2 megohms

Price $2 25

RADIO CORPORATION
New York Chicago

OF AMERICA
San Francisco

IkCADlkadiotron
MADE BY THE MAKERS OF THE RADIOLA
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INSTITUTE ACTIVITIES

APRIL MEETING OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTION

At the meeting of the Board of Direction of the In-
stitute held at 4 :00 p. m., on April 6, 1927, in the Institute
Offices, the following were present : Dr. Ralph Bown, Pres-
ident; Frank Conrad, Vice -President; W. F. Hubley,
Treasurer; Melville Eastham, J. V. L. Hogan, R. A. Heis-
ing, R. H. Manson, R. H. Marriott, L. E. Whittemore and
J. M. Clayton, Assistant Secretary.

Upon recommendation of the Committee on Admissions
the following admissions and transfers were approved :
Transfer to the grade of Member : Pierson A. Anderson
and R. S. Van Cleve. Election to the grade of Member :
Stewart Aikenhead, Theodore C. Brown, Harold Buttner,
Lieut. W. B. Goggins, W. H. Griffiths, Kenneth Harkness,
0. T. Mcllvaine, 0. W. A. Oetting, Miles Pennybacker, L.
E. Wells and Dr. Lewis M. Hull.

One hundred and forty-nine Associates and three
Juniors were elected.

The Board voted that the Institute Medal of Honor for
this year be awarded to Dr. L. W. Austin for his pioneer
work in the quantitative measurement. The medal is to
be presented at the June meeting of the Institute.

A petition from members residing within the vicinity
of Cleveland, Ohio, for the formation of a Cleveland Sec-
tion of the Institute was approved and the Section recogniz-
ed.

NEW INSTITUTE BADGE

To meet an insistent demand, the Institute badge is now
available in the form of a watch charm emblem. It is of
14 karat gold, provided with a swivel ring for attaching
to a watch chain or fob, and is finished on both sides.
These watch charm emblems can be obtained from the
office of the Secretary for Five Dollars each.
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354 Institute Activities

NEW YORK MEETING

At the meeting of the Institute held on April 6, 1927,
in the Engineering Societies Building, 37 West 39th St.,
a paper entitled, "Short Wave Commercial Long Distance
Communication," by H. E. Hallborg, L. A. Briggs and C.
W. Hansell, was presented by C. W. Hansell. In the dis-
cussion which followed Mr. Hallorg presented a portion of
his paper, "Some Practical Aspects of Short Wave Opera-
tion at High Power." Both of these papers will appear
in the June issue of the PROCEEDINGS. The discussion
was participated in by many of those present.

The attendance at this meeting was over two hundred
and fifty.

News of the Sections

ROCHESTER SECTION

On March 4, 1927, a meeting of the Rochester Section
was held in the Sangamo Hotel. Virgil M. Graham pre-
sided. The meeting was addressed by Dr. A. Hund, of the
Bureau of Standards, on the subject of Piezo Electric
Crystals.

This meeting was jointly held with the Rochester Sec-
tion of the Optical Society. There were one hundred and
twenty-five persons present.

The next meeting of the Rochester Section will be
held on April 15, 1927, at which time a paper by Charles
Bartlett, of the Weston Electrical Instrument Corp. will be
read.

CANADIAN SECTION

The Canadian Section held its March meeting on the
2nd of the month in the Electrical Building of the Univer-
sity of Toronto. D. Hepburn presided. A paper by J. M.
Thomson on "Audio Frequency Amplification with Trans-
former Coupling," was presented. A general discussion
folowed.

The attendance was forty-six.
The April meeting of the Canadian Section was held

in the Electrical Building, University of Toronto, on April
6th. D. Hepburn was the presiding officer.
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J. P. Henderson, of the Dominion Observatory, Ottawa,
read a paper, "Radio in Surveying and Wireless in Time
Signals." C. L. Richardson, A. M. Patience, V. G. Smith,
F. K. Dalton and others discussed the paper.

There were eighteen members and fifteen visitors at
the meeting.

SEATTLE SECTION

A meeting of the Seattle Section was held in the Tele-
phone Building, Seattle, Washington, on March 5, 1927.
John Greig delivered a paper on "Filtering Rectified A. C."
The paper was discussed by Tyng Libby and others.

In the election of officers of the Seattle Section, which
followed the presentation of the paper, the results were
as follows: Chairman, Tyng Libby; Secretary -Treasurer,
W. A. Kleist.

There were twenty-five members present.
The next meeting of the Seattle Section will be held

in the Club Room of the Telephone Building, Seattle, on
April 2, 1927. J. J. Ritter, of the Electro-Chemical Con-
verter. Company, will deliver an address on "Battery Elim-
inators for Radio Receivers."

DETROIT SECTION

The Detroit Section held a meeting on March 18, 1927,
in the Conference Room of the Detroit News Building.
Thomas E. Clark presided. Three moving picture films,
"The Audion," "The Electrical Transmission of Speech,"
and "The Story of a Broadcasting Station," were shown. A
discussion participated in by Messrs. Hoffman, Buchanan,
Glatzel and others followed.

In the election of officers which followed, Thomas E.
Clark was elected Chairman, and W. R. Hoffman, Secre-
tary -Treasurer. The regular meeting date of the Detroit
Section was set for the third Friday of each month, except
during July and August.

The next meeting of the Detroit Section will be held on
April 15, 1927, in the Conference Room of the Detroit
News. James McNary will deliver a paper entitled, "Meas-
uring the Intensity of the Field Surrounding a Broadcast-
ing Station."
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Los ANGELES SECTION

On March 21, 1927, a meeting of the Los Angeles Sec-
tion was held in the Los Angeles Commercial Club. L.
Taufenbach presided. The address was by A. P. Hill,
Supervising Radio Engineer of the Southern California
Telephone Company, on 'Recent Developments in Broad-
cast Transmission." The discussion which followed was
general.

CLEVELAND SECTION

As previously announced, the formation of Cleveland
Section has been approved. The officers of this Section
are as follows: Chairman, John R. Martin; Vice -Chairman,
R. E. Farnham; Secretary -Treasurer, L. L. Dodds.

PROPOSED SECTIONS

Correspondence looking to the formation of Sections of
the Institute is being held with interested Institute mem-
bers in the following territories : Milwaukee, Wisc.; Sche-
nectady, N. Y.; Pittsburgh, Penna.; New Orleans, La., and
Minneapolis, Minn.

Committee Work

COMMITTEE ON ADMISSIONS

At the meeting of the Committee on Admissions
twenty-five applications for admission or transfer to var-
ious grades of membership in the Institute were consider-
ed. Twelve of these applications were approved, three
were not acted upon for lack of sufficient information and
ten were not approved.

COMMITTEE ON SECTIONS

The Committee on Sections, David H. Gage, Chairman,
has been very active this year, having held four meetings
since the first of January.

At present the Committee is working on the following
matters : Preparation of a booklet of instructions to be used
in the formation and management of Sections; Partition-
ing Sections into geographical districts by the Counties
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they include ; A model form of Constitution and By -Laws
for use in governing Sections ; and establishment of new
Sections in localities where there are a sufficient number of
Institute members to maintain an active Section.

COMMITTEE ON MEMBERSHIP

The Comittee on Membership, H. F. Dart, Chairman,
has just completed a booklet describing the aims and ac-
tivities of the Institute. This booklet will be useful in
bringing the Institute before prospective members. It will
be circulated to all Sections and other interested Institute
members.

COMMITTEE ON PUBLICITY

The Committee on Publicity, W. G. H. Finch, Chair-
man, has regularly secured space in a number of news-
papers announcing meetings of the Institute and reporting
thereon. Much credit for the excellent attendance at the
New York meetings of the Institute can be attributed to
this Committee's work.

PAPERS IN PAMPHLET FORM

The following papers are available in pamphlet form.
Copies may be obtained free of charge by members by
applying to the office of the Institute. The price to non-
members is 50 cents per copy :

"Simultaneous Production of a Fundamental and a
Harmonic in a Tube Generator," by Hoy J. Walls.

"Some Measurements of Short Wave Transmission," by
R. A. Heising, J. C. Schelleng and G. C. Southworth.

"Reduction of Interference in Broadcast Reception,"
by Alfred N. Goldsmith.

"Dry Cell Batteries," by W. B. Schulte.
"A Theoretical and Experimental Investigation of De-

tection for Small Signals," by E. L. Chaffee and G. H.
Browning.

"Vacuum Tube Nomenclature," by E. Leon Chaffee.
"Quantitative Measurements on Reception in Radio

Telegraphy," by G. Anders.
"Piezo-Electric Crystal -Controlled Transmitters," by A.

Crossley.
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"Piezo-Electric Crystals at Radio Frequencies," by A.
Meissner.

SECTIONAL COMMITTEE ON RADIO, A. E. S. C.

The activities of the Sectional Committee on Radio of
the American Engineering Standards Committee for the
past month have been as follows:

Component Parts and Wiring

A meeting of this technical committee was held at 29
West 39th Street, New York City, on March 2nd. The
Chairman reported having received a list of N. E. M. A.
standards for consideration by this Committee. This list
of standards as well as vacuum tube standardization in
general, was considered. It was agreed to defer stand-
ardization of vacuum tube bases until a report of the
activities of the Vacuum Tube Committee has been receiv-
ed.

The standard A. E. S. C. vacuum tube socket markings
were proposed and received unanimous approval of the
committee members present. The Secretary has submitted
this standard to the balance of the membership for vote.

The proposed date of the next meeting of this Comittee
is April 6, 1927.

Vacuum Tubes

During the month drawings giving the exact dimensions
and tolerances of the two forms of the "UX" base were
received by the Chairman of the Committee, and were dis-
tributed to the membership for consideration for later
standardization.

Electro-Acoustic Devices

No meetings of this Committee were held during Feb-
ruary. A meeting is planned for the latter part of March.
Power Supply and Outside Plant and Transmitting and

Receiving Sets and Installations
There were no activities of these Committees during

the past month.
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Radio Manufacturers' Association Representatives

On vote of the Executive Committee of the Sectional
Committee on Radio, an invitation to the Radio Manufac-
turers' Association to appoint a representative on all five
of the Technical Committees of the Sectional Committee
on Radio has been extended by the Secretary.

MEETING OF THE ELECTRO-ACOUSTIC DEVICES SUB -COMMITTEE

The Electro-Acoustic Devices Committee of the Insti-
tute's Standardization Committee held a meeting on April
5, 1927, in the offices of the Institute.

The following members of this sub -committee were
present : R. H. Mansmi (Chairman), H. A. Frederick, F. C.
Barton, C. R. Hanna, Irving Wolff, C. E. Brigham, Melville
Eastham, A. Hund, B. E. Brown, Paul Andres and L. E.
Whittemore. As guests the following attended : Messrs.
Bostwick, McKown, Olney and Graham.

At this meeting forty terms and definitions were adopt-
ed.

These definitions include broad
devices that are actuated by power frcim one system and
supply power to another system, regardless of whether the
systems are electrical, mechanical or acoustical. The word
"transducer" has been taken as a fundamental term to
designate a device of this type. By following this plan it
was poSsible to build up a system of definitions that appear
to cover the subject in a most complete form. For ex-
ample, an electro-acoustic transducer is defined as a
"transducer which is actuated by power from an electrical
system and supplies power to an accoustical system, or vice
versa."

The definition of a specific device such as a telephone
receiver was built up in the following manner:

"A telephone receiver is an electro-acoustic transducer
actuated by power from an electrical system and supplying
power to an acoustic system, the wave form in the acoustic
system corresponding to the wave form in the electrical
system."

It was found necessary to refer to "wave form" in this
definition in order that the scope would not be too broad
and include such devices as an electric automobile horn.
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In order to differentiate between the various types of
telephone receivers, reference is made to the acoustic load
into which these devices operate. For example, a head re-
ceiver is defined as, "a telephone receiver designed to be
fastened on the head of the user, and to operate into the
ear as an acoustic load." On the other hand a loud speak-
er is, "a telephone receiver designed to radiate acoustic
power into a room or open air."

In selecting terms to designate some of the particular
elements of the eleztro-acoustic devices, it was found ad-
visable to give serious consideration to present usage.
Thus, the mechanical element that operates a telephone re-
ceiver or loud speaker is designated as a "driver element"
and is defined as follows :

"The driver element of a telephone receiver is that por-
tion of the receiver which receives power from the electrical
system and converts it into mechanical power."

By using the former as a broad term, several terms
to designate specific types were adopted, such as electro-
magnetic driver element, electrodynamic driver element
and electrostatic driver element, etc.

It was considered that the scope of the Committees
work included all electro-acoustic devices, therefore, defini-
tions were adopted covering electro-mechanical devices,
such as are now commonly employed in connection with
electrical reproduction from phonograph records. After
considerable discussion it was decided to use the term
"phonograph pick-up" to designate the device that is ac-
tuated by a phonograph record and delivers power to an
electrical system, the wave form in the electrical system
corresponding to the wave form in the phonograph record.
Thus, a "magnetic pick-up" is a phonograph pick-up whose
electrical output is generated in a coil or conductor in a
magnetic circuit or field.

One of the subjects that created considerable discussion
in the committee is the proposed use of the "transmission
unit" (abbreviated TU) in expressing the performance of
electro-acoustic devices. This unit has been adopted as a
telephone standard in practically all of the countries of the
world and has already been used extensively in the radio
industry. It was thought, however, by some members of
the Committee, that the measurement of the output of a
loud speaker was best expressed in dynes per square cen-
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timeter. For this reason further consideration is being
given to the subject of Performance Indices.

NEMA HANDBOOK OF RADIO STANDARDS

The Second Edition of the Radio Division of the Na-
tional Electrical Manufacturers' Association Handbook of
Radio Standards is now available. This Handbook con-
tains fifty pages of standards for many radio devices as
adopted by the National Electrical Manufacturers' Associa-
tion. Copies may be obtained at a dollar each from the
Association at 420 Lexington Avenue, New York City.

Measurements at Radio Frequencies at
A. I. E. E. Meeting

Information of very great interest to radio engineers
will be presented in a symposium on measurements at high
frequencies at the Regional Meeting of the American Insti-
tute of Electrical Engineers to be held at the Maplewood
Hotel in Pittsfield, Mass., May 25-28. Members of the 1. R.
E. are invited to attend this symposium which will start at
10:30 A. M., Wednesday, May 25.

Fifteen papers are included in the symposium and they
cover such subjects as radio -frequency voltmeters and cur-
rent transformers ; quantitative determination of radio -re-
ceiver performance; measurement of large high -frequency
currents, radio field strengths, communication lines and ap-
paratus, etc.

A complete program is published in the May issue of
the Journal of the American Institute of Electrical En-
gineers.





LOUD SPEAKER TESTING METHODS*

BY
I. WOLFF AND A. RINGEL

(Radio Corporation of America, Technical and Test Department)

A perfect loud speaker is one which when receiving per-
fect broadcasting through a flawless set will create the
illusion of reality. Physically this means that the whole re-
producing system should be able to transfer bodily a series
of wavefronts without change from a certain region of the
broadcast studio or concert hall to the listeners' room. Thee
final test for the quality of a loud speaker is then the direct
one of putting it on a receiving set, listening to it, and not-
ing how nearly it fulfills this ideal.

For the person who wishes to develop and improve loud
speakers this test is not sufficient. Neither broadcasting
stations nor sets available are in the perfect class, and what
sounds excellent on one combination may be very poor on
another. The conditions given above can be more nearly
satisfied by building a high quality speech amplifier for
laboratory use. This is easily done with the aid of a con-
denser transmitter, resistance coupled amplifier, and a lit-
tle equalization, the combination giving very nearly uniform
response over the audible range. Precautions should also
be taken to have the output tube of the amplifier capable of
delivering the required voltage output without distortion.
If someone talks into the transmitter in one room and a
loud speaker is placed in an adjacent one, the listener in the
second room can judge the quality of the reproduction. The
weakest link in this chain of calibration lies in the sound
pick-up. This problem is still far from solved in its acoustic
aspects and of course until this is done the illusion of reality
cannot be obtained. The value of this interesting test in the
search for the perfect loud speaker, lies mainly in giving
some uniform basis on which to compare models. For many
purposes the best loud sneaker is not the perfect one, but
Received by the Editor March 21, 1927. Presented at a meeting of the

Institute of Radio Engineers, May 4, 1927.
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the one which sounds best on the sets and broadcasting sta-
tions as they are.

In lieu of better apparatus, the speech amplifier may be
used to determine what is wrong with a loud speaker which
does not sound right. Resonance peaks stand out quite
plainly and a person with a little experience can learn to
detect and place them. Depressions in the response curve
are not so apparent. It soon becomes obvious that some
more quantitative method of making these tests is necessary

Figure 1-Oscillator and Recording Apparatus

if a real study and improvement of loud speakers is to be
made. In order to find out the causes of certain defects in
the response curve it is often necessary to know quite
accurately the position and magnitude of the peaks and
depressions.

The next obvious step is to use an electric oscillator of
some kind giving as pure a wave as possible and impress its
output on the loud speaker. The observer can get a pretty
good idea, by listening, of the way the speaker responds to
different tones in the audible frequency spectrum. It is
however quite difficult to compare the intensities of tones of
different frequency and the memory of the ear for tonal
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intensities which do not differ from each other greatly is
poor. After an interval of a day or even an hour it is not
possible to say whether a certain tone is more intense than
the one heard previously. A test is required which will
record absolutely the intensity of the tone.

We have found most satisfactory a system which makes
a written record in two or three minutes of the loud speaker
output measured in pressure of the sound wave. The ap-
paratus used and the procedure followed will be described
below under the headings-Oscillator, Sound Pickup and
Recording Apparatus, and Position of the Pickup. A picture
showing the oscillator and attached recording apparatus is
shown in Figure 1.

OSCILLATOR

For making loud speaker measurements the most con-
venient electrical source will give a pure, simple harmonic
output of constant voltage over the whole range to be
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studied. It is also advantageous to have the frequency con-
tinuously variable rather than changed in jumps.

The above requirements are all reasonably well attained
in an oscillator where the audible tone is the result of the
beating of two tones above the audible range which differ
somewhat in frequency. In the oscillator used in this labora-
tory one of the circuits is kept fixed at about 135,000 cycles
while the other is varied by means of change in capacity to
give the audible frequency wanted. One of these oscillating
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circuits has a fine adjustment for zero setting as will be
described below. These two circuits are loosely coupled
through a potentiometer volume control to a detector, which
feeds through a low-pass filter with cut-off at 75,000 cycles
to a two step resistance coupled amplifier. A low impedance
tube is used in the last stage to give high power output. The
oscillator is shown schematically in Figure 2.

A voltmeter placed in the output of the oscillator indi-
cates that the output does not vary more than 5% from 30
to 10,000 cycles per second. A difficulty always encountered
in instruments of this kind is the drift in frequency caused
by changing filament current. This is reduced somewhat by
having the two oscillating circuits as similar as possible.
It is always necessary however to have some means for
adjusting the zero point. If the frequency of both circuits
remained constant for any particular condenser setting one
of the circuits could be kept fixed and the other could have
its condenser calibrated directly in frequency. Now suppose
that the frequency of the calibrated circuit should change
somewhat, due to a change in tube characteristics. The
whole calibration would be thrown off by an amount almost
constant over the whole range, and therefore if the other
circuit had its frequency readjusted so as to make the cali-
bration correct again at one point the whole scale would be
correct. We therefore have the dial on the condenser in one
of the oscillating circuits calibrated in frequency, while the
other is used for zero adjustment. This adjustment can al-
ways be easily made by means of a tuning fork or by com-
parison with the 60 cycle power line. It should be made at
some fairly low frequency so that if there'is a non -constant
shift in the calibration due to change in base fre-
quency the per cent change in the audible frequency will
be small.

The current to the loud speaker should be fed to it in
such a way as to represent the output of a perfect set. Now
in the perfect set the potential impressed on the grid of the
last tube will be the same at all frequencies. Due to the fact
that the ratio of the plate impedance of this tube to the loud
speaker impedance is not always small or constant, the out-
put potential applied to the loud speaker will not be con-
stant. In order to represent the conditions of a perfect set
as nearly as possible the constant potential should be ap-
plied to the loud speaker through a resistance equal to the
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plate impedance of the tube with which it is to be used. This
potential can then me measured with an a -c. voltmeter.

SOUND PICKUP AND RECORDING APPARATUS

The condenser transmitter developed by E. C. Wente'
has been found most practical as sound pickup. One of these
transmitters, calibrated by The Bell Telephone Laborator-
ies, is used to feed into an amplifier made up of two resis-
tance coupled stages and a third tube feeding through a
transformer to a vacuum tube detector. The output of the
detector is measured by means of a d -c. galvanometer. The
condenser transmitter is ordinarily more sensitive at low
and high frequencies' than in the middle range. The overall
characteristic of transmitter plus amplifier and detector can
thus be very closely equalized by choosing the proper trans-
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former to feed the detector, and correct grid impedances for
the first tube. A diagram showing amplifier, detector, and
equalization is given in Figure 3. The electrical part of the
combination can be calibrated experimentally by introduc-
ing a small e.m.f. in series with the transmitter and deter-
mining the value of this e.m.f. required to give a constant
output deflection of the galvanometer. The combination of
this characteristic with the sound pressure e.m.f. calibration
of the condenser transmitter gives the relation between gal-
'Phys. Rev. 10, 39, 1917. 19, 499. 1922.
'I. B. Crandall Phys. Rev. 11. 449, 1918.
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vanometer deflection and sound pressure at different fre-
quencies. With proper equalization the maximum deviation
from mean in this curve does not amount to more than 5
per cent.

The relation between galvanometer deflection and mag-
nitude of the input potential can be determined in a similar
manner. The curve will not in general be a straight line
over the whole range so that it is not possible to plot gal-
vanometer deflections as proportional to sound input.

The combination of apparatus described above gives a
means for applying a constant potential to a loud speaker
at all frequencies, the change in frequency being obtained
by turning a single condenser dial. It also includes a sound
pickup, amplifier and indicator which will indicate sound
pressures at all audible frequencies, correction only being
necessary for the non -linearity of the amplitude character-
istics. This correction is made by means of the recording
apparatus to be described below.

The recording apparatus and oscillator have been de-
signed so as to plot the loud speaker output on paper with
a logarithmic frequency scale and linear output scale. The
broadness of loud speaker response peaks is in general
rather proportional to the frequency. For this reason and
also because a more equitable amount of space is accorded
to the various regions of the frequency spectrum, logar-
ithmic frequency paper is preferable to linear. It is some-
what more difficult to determine the proper scale to use
for intensities. The relation between sound intensity as
recorded by the ear and that as given by pressure is a rather
complicated function of intensity and frequency. It there-
fore seems best not to try to represent the ear response but
to record sound pressure on a linear scale.

The recording system used is manually operated. That
is, a hand operated pointer is made to follow the galvano-
meter needle and move a pen back and forth on a slowly
rotating drum to which the paper is attached. The connec-
tion between the pointer and pen (shown in Fig. 4) is built
so as to take care of the non -linearity of the detector char-
acteristic, and the motion of the pen is proportional to sound
input. The recording drum is geared to the shaft of the con-
denser which is used to vary the frequency. This condenser
has its plates SO shaped that when its shaft is rotated with
uniform velocity the frequency will change at a logarithmic
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rate. Logarithmic paper can be placed on the recording
drum and the plotting will be on a correct scale. The opera-
tion of taking a loud speaker curve thus merely involves
placing the loud speaker in the correct position before the

Figure 4-Recording System

microphone, adjusting the output of the oscillator at a
predetermined value, and following the galvanometer needle
with the pointer while the drum is rotated.

POSITION OF SOUND PICKUP

The correct position of the microphone with respect to
the loud speaker is an important and difficult problem. Off-
hand it would seem that the logical and simple thing to do
would be to place the condenser transmitter about the same
distance from the loud speaker as the ear of the listener
would ordinarily be, and take a curve. Unfortunately this
response is only an approximation to the free wave pressure
which would be caused at this place by the loud speaker.

The room in which the loud speaker is placed will greatly
affect the curve taken with the microphone placed as des-
cribed. In the first place, a considerable proportion of the
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sound coming to the microphone gets there indirectly by re-
flection from the walls and objects in the room. The volume
of this sound is naturally affected by the selective absorp-
tion and resonance characteristics of the room and our re-
sponse curve therefore is affected by this room characteris-
tic.

Whether the loud speaker curve should be taken so as to
include the room response of an average room is a subject
open for discussion. This question is inseparable from that
of the microphone pickup and will have to be considered
with it. The conclusion will be based on the following
premises :

1. A person who has been in a room, which is not aver-
age, for a rather long time becomes accustomed to it, and is
no longer struck by its acoustic peculiarities.

2. Reproduction to be most natural should in general
include the acoustical background of the locale where the
program would usually be placed as perceived by the listener
in his accustomed position for listening to such a program.

The definition of the perfect reproducing system given
at the beginning of the article should then be amplified to
say that it should transfer an acoustic condition (pressure
and velocity of the sound wave) from the studio to an aver-
age room. This will give natural reproduction, for if the
room varies from average this will perhaps already have
been discounted by the listener.

Our present microphones are essentially pressure meas-
uring devices so that for the nresent we will have to be con-
tent with transferring this quality of the acoustic condition.
A little thought will show that this cannot in general per-
fect reproduction. Assuming then that the microphone plus
the amplifier make a perfect transfer of sound pressure to
electrical potential, what must the loud speaker do? If the
above reasoning is correct, it must in turn make a perfect
transfer from electric potential to sound pressure in an
average room at the normal listener position.

There is a point which should be noted regarding the
correspondence between the conditions under which the
microphone is calibrated and the conditions of its use. The
microphones we have been using are calibrated by a method
which applies a known pressure of required frequency di-
rectly to the diaphragm. (Calibration method described by
Wente in article referred to above). The pressure at the
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microphone diaphragm caused by a moving wave is not that
present in the wave when no object is in its path. Knowing
the size of the microphone and its mechanical characteris-
tics it is possible to get a relation between the true moving
wave pressure and the pressure as recorded by the micro-
phone.

At low frequencies the two calibrations will correspond
but at the higher frequencies the reflection of the sound
wave by the microphone surface will cause the pressure to
be twice as great as it would be for the unhampered wave.

When a pure sound is released from some source in a
room, a very distinct pattern of nodes and loops of inten-
sity is apparent to a person moving in the room. The micro-
phone having a relatively small surface will be at some
point between maximum and minimum intensity. When
the frequency is changed the node and loop pattern shifts
and in a short range the position of the microphone may be
moved from a region of maximum to minimum intensity
without any real change in the output of the loud speaker.
This gives the curve a series of peaks and depressions which
of course obscure the real loud speaker characteristic. This
second room effect should not cause an error when averaged
over a sufficient frequency range, or region in the room, but
may distort the curve very badly at some frequencies, when
the microphone is kept in one position.

In order to eliminate this trouble some system of averag-
ing must be developed. One way of doing this would be to
rotate or oscillate the loud speaker or microphone or prefer-
ably both. At low frequencies the long wavelength and
therefore large interference pattern would require a con-
siderable amplitude of motion, comparable with the wave-
length. The mechanical difficulties and unwieldiness of this
method, in particular when loud speaker in large cabinets
are to be tested, make some other way of avoiding this
trouble preferable.

As the pickup is moved closer to the loud speaker, a con-
tinually smaller proportion of the sound comes by reflec-
tion from the walls and objects in the room and the micro-
phone registers more exactly the sound that is coming
directly from the loud speaker. Of course when the micro-
phone is too close to the source it acts as a reflecting sur-
face itself and causes an interference pattern to be set up
between it and the speaker. The pickup also gets too large
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a proportion of its energy from a limited region of the
radiating surface and does not give a true picture of the
integrated output. We have found that a characteristic
taken at a distance of about fifteen centimeters from the
radiating surface gives a quite good indication of the re-
sponse for loud speakers which radiate in one direction, and
in which the radiating surface is not too big.

Loud speakers of the modern cone type however radiate
from both sides. When the pickup is placed fifteen centi-
meters in front of the surface the cone itself will act as suf-
ficient shield to reduce greatly the radiation from the rear
which reaches the microphone. In particular when the loud
speaker is placed in a cabinet the long path around will
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cause so much attenuation as to practically eliminate this
part of the radiation. In loud speakers placed in cabinets
the sound off the rear may be very important, as cabinet
resonance will usually show up as radiation in this direc-
tion. Of course the obvious thing to do in a case like this is
to take a second curve from the rear. The actual response
will be some combination of the two curves, depending on
the position of the listener.

There is still one serious error made in adding together
the response of loud speakers taken at this small distance
from front and rear. Sound is a wave disturbance and in
any addition phase differences must be taken into account.
This becomes particularly important at low frequencies. The
radiation from the rear is naturally 180 deg. out of phase
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with that from the front, from single vibrating surfaces.
If the path lengths to the listener differ by only a fraction
of a wave, destructive interference will be set up. It then
seems as if some kind of curve at a distance is still neces-
sary. Since the characteristics taken at fifteen centimeters
will show the fine structure of the loud speaker spectrum,
such as sharp peaks and depressions, a rather rough curve
at a distance will be sufficient.

If the galvanometer used to record the response does not
have an extremely short period it is possible to change the
frequency quickly enough so that the needle will not have
time to respond to the room peaks and at the same time will
be able to record the gross loud speaker characteristics.
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This curve we find gives a very good representation of the
general response. Fig. 5 gives a comparison of a curve taken
slowly at a distance with one taken as described.

SUMMARY

The procedure of making a loud speaker test will be
made a little clearer if we summarize here.

1. The output of an oscillator, continuously variable, and
supplying constant potential, is fed to the loud speaker
through a resistance equal to the plate impedance of the
tube to be used with the loud speaker. Three curves show-
ing sound output are taken as follows :
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(a) Microphone fifteen centimeters in front of loud
speaker, frequency varied slowly enough to show all peaks.

(b) Same with microphone fifteen centimeters to the
rear.

(c) Microphone at normal listener's distance from loud
speaker in an average room; oscillator condenser driven by
motor quickly enough so that room peaks will not be re-
corded and slowly enough to show principal loud speaker
characteristics.

Figure 6 shows three curves taken on the same loud
speaker by methods (a) , (b) and (c) . The above test may
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seem needlessly lengthy, but the time involved is really not
great. The first two curves require about three to four
minutes for recording and the last one takes rather less than
a minute.

2. We have found that the loud speaker which has the
best looking characteristic (most free from peaks) will in
spite of the defects of existing broadcasting transmitters
and receivers generally sound best when tried on radio.

We have never built a perfect loud speaker however,
and the question always arises as to the relative undesir-
zbility of defects which can be substituted for each other.
The only way to determine this is to try the loud speaker on
a set receiving normal broadcasting.

When the loud speaker is 'to be used exclusively for
phonograph reproduction, a phonograph test is of course
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substituted for the one with radio. When it is to be used in
combination equipment both .tests are required and a com-
promise must be reached, as the phonograph recording
characteristic is, in spite of recent improvements, still dif-
ferent from the radio set response.

We have also at times gone somewhat farther in the test
of the combination of set with loud speaker, using the os-
cillator to modulate a broadcast frequency wave which is
impressed on the set. The mechanics of taking the curve
is the same as that described when the oscillator is im-
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pressed directly on the loud speaker. The curve taken in
this manner gives the response of the set plus loud speaker
for uniform modulation of a constant amplitude broadcast
frequency wave over the audible range.

The results of such tests are very interesting and show
quite clearly why a poor quality loud speaker may at times
sound better on a receiving set than a speaker which meas-
ures up well. It is very true however that the loud speaker 
which shows up best on the original tests described above
seldom fails to sound best with a receiving set.

We are looking forward to the time when we may have
the ideal condition when the oscillator can be impressed on
the input end of the broadcast studio and a radio set tuned
to this station will give an output through its loud speaker
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which draws a straight horizontal line across our curve
sheet.

In concluding we would like to mention that Dr. John P.
Minton was associated with us in a part of the work out-
lined above, and some of the ideas given are due in no small
measure to this association.



HIGH ANGLE RADIATION OF SHORT
ELECTRIC WAVES *

BY

S. UDA

(Tohoku Imperial University, Sendai, Japan.)

(I) INTRODUCTION

As a means of producing high angle radiation of short
radio waves, it is usual to make a straight vertical antenna
operate at one of its harmonics. The field distribution of
such an antenna has been theoretically calculated by B. van
der Pol, S. Ballantine, S. A. Levin and C. J. Young, and
others. No experimental work confirming these theoretical
results seems to have ever been carried out.

R

Figure 1

The present article contains some accounts of experi-
mental work in connection with this, and also gives the test
results on a new wave projector devised by the author with
special reference to high angle radiation of short electric
waves.

( II) APPARATUS USED

The short wave generator used by the author is of a
push-pull type which can produce stable continuous waves

Received by the Editor, March 21. 1927.
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of few meters, in length. The receiving circuit is shown
in Figure 1, where R is the receiving antenna forming a
Hertz's resonator, and D and M are a crystal detector anda micro -ammeter respectively.

Now the receiving system is mounted in a wooden case
and moved up and down along a vertical line by a pulley
device as shown in Figure 2. A and B are two wooden
poles erected 3.5 m. apart, the height of which being
nearly equal to 10 meters.

The generator is placed at a certain distance from the

receiver and set close to the ground level. Field intensitydue to the generator can thus be measured in various an-
gular directions above the ground level by placing the re-
ceiver at various heights. The meter reading must betak-
en from a distant point through a telescope, for the ob-
server's body causes a remarkable effect on the field dis-
tribution.

(III) FIELD DUE to a STRAIGHT VERTICAL ANTENNA

In order to facilitate the change of antenna length, a
straight telescopic brass tube was employed as the send-
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ing antenna. The antenna was unloaded and the operat-
ing wave length was kept constant at 2.66 meters through-
out the experiments.

Since the wave length was kept constant, the total
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length of the sending antenna had to be altered according
to the harmonic adopted. The grounded and the unground-
ed antennae were used in the experiments.

(a) Grounded Antenna. When the lower end of the
antenna is grounded, oscillation is possible at odd harmon-
ics only, whereas the ungrounded antenna can operate eith-
er at an even or an odd harmonic.
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Figure 3 shows the observed polar curves in the case
of the grounded antenna, and the radius vector gives the
measure of intensity in the receiving system placed in that
direction. A is the sending antenna, and the current dis-
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tribution in it is assumed to be a sine curve as indicated
(Figure 3). C represents the oscillating coil of the short
wave generator which is coupled with the antenna and
placed near its current loop.

In all cases, it will be noticed that a considerable
amount of energy is radiated in high angular directions,
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while the radiation along the earth Surface is very small.

If the length of the antenna is made equal tc 7 9-

or -
corresponding to the 7th or the 9th harmonic, the wave
projected upwards will be split up into several parts and
there will then be several maxima of radiation. This is
illustrated by (II) and (IV) in Figure 3.

It must be remembered that in our experiments only
the vertical component of the field has been measured and
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therefore the polar curves can not be strictly compared
with the theoretically determined curves.

(b) Ungrounded Antenna. The same measurements
were made with the ungrounded antenna. In this case,
the lower end of the antenna was kept at a distance of
about a quarter wave length above the ground. The ob-
served polar diagrams are shown in Figure 4, where the
horizontal base line is taken along the earth surface.

Here again is it noticeable that the radiation at higher
angles is markedly predominant when the antenna oscil-
lates at one of its harmonics.

(IV) HIGH ANGLE DIRECTIONAL BEAM

Suppose that a vertical antenna operating at the 2nd
harmonic is sending out electromagnetic wave in all di-
rections around it. If a single metallic rod of a full wave
length is vertically erected at a distance of a quarter wave
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length behind the radiating antenna (Fig. 5), then this
metallic rod, as is well known, will act as a wave reflector.
Since this wave reflector will also act at the 2nd harmonic,
it is obvious that the characteristic of the high angle radi-
ation will become much augmented in a single direction
due to the existence of the reflector. Thus we can easily
obtain a high angle directional beam of short radio waves.

In Figure 5 is shown the directive effect of a single
wave reflector. The curve (1) shows the radiating charac-
teristic in the forward direction of the antenna, and (2)
represents the same in the backward direction. The
broken lines (3) represent the polar curves when there is
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no reflector. The operating wave length is here equal to
4.40 meters, and both the antenna and the reflector are
ungrounded, the lower ends of them being at a height of
a few centimeters from the ground.

Again a reflecting rod is placed a quarter wave behind
the antenna and two more reflectors, one being on the
left and the other on the right side of it, are placed a
half wave distant from the antenna (Fig. 6). These
three rods form a triple -antenna reflecting system, which
is comparatively simple in form yet fairly effective in ac-
tion. For the future convenience, this reflecting system
will hereafter be called a fundamental "trigonal reflector."

It is, of course, most efficient when these reflectors are
all tuned to the 2nd harmonic, whereby they have nearly
the same length as the main antenna. Figure 6 gives the
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observed diagrams in this case, where (1) and (2) repre-
sent the curves in front and in back of the antenna re-
spectively.

In Figure 7 is shown the radiating characteristic in
the side directions under the same operating conditions as
in Figure 6.

Figure 7

Now if several wave directors are arranged in front of
the radiating antenna along the line of reflection, the direc-
tivity will be remarkably improved. This is evident from
Fig. 8 and Fig. 9, for example, where six wave directors
are employed.

The D's in the Figure are the directors which are hung
along an inclined line lying nearly in the direction of max-
imum radiation (Fig. 8.) The length of each director is
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1.80 meters, and their separation 1.50 meters. Figure 9
shows the observed polar distribution in this case. For
all the observations of Fig. 5 and Fig. 9, the field measure-
ments were made under the same condition, and the short
wave generator was also kept at exactly the same condi-
tion. The distance between the generator and the receiv-
ing apparatus was also made the same for all the above
cases and was equal to 15 meters.

The series of wave directors acts as a means of con-
verging the wave energy and transmitting it further along
its direction, and may therefore, be called a "wave duct"
or a "wave canal." The projection of the sharpest beam
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can be effected by combining a trigonal reflector with a
wave canal. This combination is thus called a "wave pro-
jector." The sharpness of the beam can be improved by
increasing the number of director rods contained in the
wave canal.

Many observations have been made by the author on
other types of wave projector, in which the antenna and
reflectors operate resonantly at a half wave length. Polar
curves thus obtained have proved that a beam with the
sharpness never before attained could then be produced.

As regards the general study of this wave projecting
system, a preliminary report was presented to the Im-
perial Academy of Japan. ( YAGI and UDA, "Projector of
the sharpest beam of electromagnetic waves," Proceedings
Imp. Academy 2, 1926.) The full account of the study
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in detail has been published as a series of papers
in the Journals of I. E. E., of Japan. (UDA. On the wire-
less beam of short elec. waves. I to VII written in Japa-
nese). Two papers relating to the same subject were pre-
sented to the 3rd Pan -Pacific Science Congress held in
Tokyo, November, 1926. (YAGI and UDA. A new electro-
magnetic wave projector and radio beacon. YAGI and UDA.
On the feasibility of power transmission by electromag-
netic waves).

In conclusion, the writer wishes to acknowledge his in-
debtedness to Saito Memorial Foundation for the grant
which enabled him to undertake the work, and to Profes-
sor H. Yagi, of the Tohoku Imperial University, under
whose direction the work was carried out.

SUMMARY

The paper describes some accounts of experimental
work on the field distribution due to a straight vertical un-
loaded antenna operating at one of its harmonics. Short
wave of 2.66 meters length were employed, and observa-
tions have been made with the grounded and the unground-
ed antennas.

The paper also gives the test results on a new wave
projector devised by the author with special reference to
high angle radiation of short electric waves.





NOTES ON RADIO RECEIVER MEASUREMENTS'

BY

THEODORE A. SMITH AND GEORGE RODWIN

(Technical and Test Department Radio Corporation of America)

It is very desirable to have a basis of comparison for
radio receivers of different types. Methods of test for com-
mercial electrical apparatus have been well established, and
test codes for motors, boilers, engines and similar equip-
ment have been adopted by engineering societies. At the
present time, however, the specifications of the perform-
ance of a radio set are still in a more or less rudimentary
stage. The purpose of this paper is to present some con-
tributions to this subject.

Methods of test which enable diverse types of receivers
to be compared and which would be of practical applica-
tion were suggested some time ago by Mr. Julius Weinberg-
er, of this department. Tests have been made on various
receivers and the results obtained seem to warrant a de-
scription of the methods used.

In order to comnare radio receivers electrically, it is
necessary to select certain essential attributes which de-
termine their performance. Different sets can then be
compared with respect to these quantities. Three character-
istics have been chosen as most important for measuring
the performance of a receiver. They are Sensitivity, Se-
lectivity and Fidelity. Two other factors of slightly lesser
importance are the Accepted Frequency Range and the
ability to control the volume of the output.

The essential characteristics mentioned above may best
be shown by a series of curves. Sensitivity may be plotted
as the receiver output at various radio frequencies. Se-
lectivity may be indicated by a Resonance Curve. Fidelity
can be shown in two ways. In the first, an overall curve
may be plotted of the audio frequency output when con-
stant amplitude modulation at progressive audio frequen-
Received by the Editor March 21, 1927.
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cies is received. While this curve represents the quality
which may be expected, it is impossible to tell to what part
of the set a deviation is due. A better method is to take
a curve on the radio circuits, which shows the sideband
transmission characteristics, and one of the audio ampli-
fier characteristics. A combination curve may then be
obtained, from all frequency selective circuits of the re-
ceiver, which will represent the quality to be expected
from the set.

METHOD OF TEST

The attempt has been made, in testing receivers, to
simulate actual conditions of normal use. The function of
a radio set is to produce a definite loud speaker signal, and
the set should be rated upon its ability to do this. A sen-
sitive receiver is one which requires relatively little voltage
from the antenna to actuate the loud speaker. A perfectly
selective receiver requires an infinite field strength from
an interfering station, to produce an audible loud speaker
signal.

In order to determine the various factors mentioned
previously, it is first necessary to define what is meant by a
"loud speaker signal." The term "standard loud speaker
signal" or simply "standard signal" has been taken to
correspond as nearly as possible with the normal loud
speaker output of a receiver as used in the home. This
may be regarded as a highly indefinite term, but it is for
this highly indefinite condition that receivers are being
built, and as there is no ready-made term to define such a
condition, it has been necessary to manufacture one. The
"standard loud speaker signal" must be great enough to en-
able persons a distance away from a loud speaker, to
hear a program distinctly and without effort. It must
also be limited by the output capacity of the final ampli-
fier tube. The standard loud sneaker signal employed, has
been arbitrarily defined as the signal corresponding to an
average audio frequency (r. m. s.) voltage of 15 volts
across a 5000 ohm resistance in the output circuit when
400 cycle modulation at 50% is furnished by the signal
generator.

While such a "standard signal" may be useful to talk
about and to form a basis of comparison, it is not easy to
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measure in practice. For this reason it becomes neces-
sary to select an electrical analogue for measurement pur-
poses. This is not difficult, as the detector of the radio set
may be employed as an indicator by placing a milliammeter
in its plate circuit. If a signal of constant degree modula-
tion is being received, a certain change in detector plate
current will correspond exactly to the above mentioned
"standard signal." This value of plate current, or change
in plate current from static' value, will be used as a meas-
ure of the standard signal throughout. It is then unneces-
sary to use modulated signals for receiver measurements,
although the amplification of the audio stages is taken into
account.

Figure 1-Test Oscillator used for taking all data. System comprises
an audio frequency amplifier, modulators, oscillator. and power
amplifiers with output metering device and modulation percentage
indicator.

The manner in which the given loud speaker voltage is
related to the detector plate current change, may be de-
termined by experimental means or else by calculation. To
compute it, the gain of the audio amplifier must be
known. The loud speaker voltage, 15 volts, divided by this
value will give the audio frequency voltage in the plate
circuit of the detector. If an average degree of modula-
tion of 50% is assumed, this audio frequency voltage will
bear a definite relation to the voltage of the carrier fre-
quency on the input side of the detector, and will be ac-
companied by a definite plate current change (dc) of the
detector. This current value is a measure of the "standard
signal."

All other factors are related to this value. Sensitivity
curves may be taken as the field strength required to pro-
duce the "standard signal" or standard detector plate cur-
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rent change, at various radio frequencies, when the receiv-
er is tuned to resonance at each frequency.

Resonance curves represent the field strength necessary
to produce the standard signal at various radio frequen-
cies when the receiver is left tuned to resonance at one
particular frequency.

A volume control curve can be plotted of field strength
required to produce standard signal when the receiver is
tuned to resonance, versus settings of the volume control.

METHOD OF TAKING CURVES

In all cases a radio frequency oscillator is necessary.
For coupling to receivers requiring an antenna, a dummy
antenna was provided consisting of a condenser of 0.0004
microfarads capacitance, a coil of 28 microhenrys and 2
ohms resistance, and a resistance of 23 ohms, connected in
series. This has been found to simulate a fairly good
broadcast receiving antenna. An effective height of 4 met-
ers was assumed. The oscillator coil is coupled to the in-
ductance coil of the dummy antenna, the general arrange-
ment of apparatus being shown in Figure 1.

If the oscillator coil has a current I flowing in it at some
radio frequency f and there is a mutual inductance M be-
tween it and the inductance in the dummy antenna, a radio
frequency voltage 2,rfMI will be induced in the dummy
antenna circuit. This voltage could be induced by a field
strength E in an equivalent actual antenna of effective
height H, so that E. WM/

In using this expression E
is in volts oer meter, f in cycles per second, M in henrys,
and I in effective amperes.

For loop receivers, the oscillator coil is used to produce
known field intensities at the loop of the set. A coil of n
turns with radius a and having a current I flowing in it
will produce a flux density H at a distance x given by

2ra2InH=
10(s2+a 2) (gausses)

Expressed as equivalent microvolts per meter this be-
comes

na2i
E=300HX10"=18850 cos cc .104

in which all distances are expressed in centimeters, i in am-
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peres, c is the angle taking the planes of the two coils.
For taking sensitivity curves, the receiver under test

is tuned to resonance, the oscillator output is adjusted
so that the detector plate current change reaches the prop-
er value for standard signal. Several points at different
frequencies may be taken quickly in this manner and the
sensitivity curve plotted as the field strength required to
produce standard signal, versus frequency.
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Figure 2-Sensitivity Curve-Field Strength Required to Produce
Standard Signal vs. Frequency.

Resonance curves may be taken in two ways. By the
first method, an oscillator is necessary in which the fre-
quency can be varied in small steps and the output
of which can be varied widely without change in frequency.
A neutralized master oscillator -power amplifier system has
been used. (See Fig. 1). The receiver is tuned to reson-
ance and the oscillator adjusted to this frequency. The
oscillator frequency is then varied and readings of field
strength are taken at several frequency steps off tune,
keeping the detector plate current change constant at the
standard signal value.

In case such an oscillator is not available, an oscillator
the output of which is constant over a small frequency
range may be employed. In this method, a resonance
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curve is taken by keeping the oscillator output constant and
reading the detector plate current changes for steps of fre-
quency off resonance. By then plotting a curve of field
strength versus plate current changes, this resonance curve
may be translated to the previous form.

The volume Control curve is self-explanatory.
From the 'resonance curve is shown the effect of the
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Figure 3-"Resonance" Curves-Curve at left taken with receivertuned to 660 kc., curve at right with receiver tuned to 1060 kc.-
Field Strength Required to Produce Standard Output vs. Frequencyof Signal Generator.

receiver selectivity in cutting off the higher audio frequen-
cies. However, it is more convenient to show this sharp-
ness by replotting a portion of the resonance curve in dif-
ferent form. This new curve shows in effect the audio fre-
quency voltage transmitted by the radio frequency cir-
cuits, plotted as a percentage of the transmission at the
resonant frequency. As this quantity is proportional to
the admittance of the circuits, the title of the ordinate,
Percent. Resonant Admittance, seems a proper one. The
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data for this curve are obtainable by taking the average
of the field strengths required to produce standard signal
either side of resonance for frequencies in the audio
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Figi re 4-Sideband Transmission Characteristic Curves-Cutoff of
high audio frequencies due to selectivity of radio frequency
circuits.

range. This average field strength divided into the field
strength required to produce standard signal at reson-
ance, is the Resonant Admittance expressed as a percent.
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Figure 5-Audio Frequency Characteristics of Entire Receiver-Trans-
mission of audio frequencies compared to transmission at 400
cycles.
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By combining this curve with the curve of the audio ampli-
fier, the frequency response curve of the receiver will be
obtained, if there is no other frequency selective circuit,
(such as the grid leak condenser combination). As the
latter effect can be allowed for, the combined curve may be
taken as truly representing the quality limitations of the
receiver. As measurements are taken below the overload-
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Figure 6-Volume Control Curve-Receiver and Signal generator intune. Field strength to produce standard output at various volumecontrol settings.

ing point of the amplifier tubes, no serious harmonic dis-tortion is encountered.
The method of procedure for quickly taking audio fre-

quency characteristic curves will be described in an ac-
companying paper by Mr. E. T. Dickey.

While the description of the method of test makes the
process appear involved, the actual operation is relatively
simple and curves may be taken with considerable speed.

RELATION OF ACTUAL TO IDEAL CURVES

When the curves of a receiver have been obtained, they
may be compared with curves of other sets. Perhaps a
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good method of comparison is to note the deviation from a
set of hypothetical, ideal curves which represent the ulti-
mate aim of receiver design.

The shape of a series of ideal curves is shown in A of
Figures 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6. Curves marked B in these figures
represent actual curves of some receivers tested.

CONCLUSION

While it is not claimed that the methods employed here-
in are new, few attempts have been made previously to co-
ordinate the testing of receivers, so that the results ob-
tained may be correlated with broadcasting station per-
formance. It is possible to predict how well a set in a
given locality will receive signals from a broadcasting sta-
tion, by inspection of the sensitivity curve of the set and a
field strength map of the station. The quality which
may be expected from a receiver is found from the fre-
quency characteristic curves. The field strength which
still overloads the set with the volume control device at its
minimum position can be determined, and hence the area
about a broadcasting station in which such a receiver can-
not be used, is known. It is possible to tell from a reson-
ance curve whether a broadcasting station will interfere
with one being received if their respective field intensities
are known. Thus it will be seen that the results obtained
in this method of test are useful for practical as well as
theoretical purposes.

It is to be honed that some general method of test will
be adopted, so that in the future receivers may be compar-
ed by means of definite engineering standards.
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THE TUNED -GRID TUNED -PLATE CIRCUIT USING
PLATE -GRID CAPACITY FOR FREED -BACK. A

DERIVATION OF THE CONDITIONS FOR
OSCILLATION.

BY

J. B. Dow

Herewith is a circuit which has recently been popular-
ized in short wave transmission. The necessary feedback
for oscillation generation is obtained solely through the
plate -grid capacity of the tube and not through external
inductive or capacity coupling as in most other circuits.

---
1z 'r

-A-
rp. E g

rp

A _11-
L

R

The grid -filament and plate -filament capacities within
the tube are considered to be lumped with the tuned circuit
capacities C and C2 respectively. R, is the equivalent resis-
tance of the input resistance of the tube plus such resistance
as is inherent in the tuned grid circuit. R2 is the equivalent
resistance of the load circuit L3, R. C3 plus the inherent re-
sistance of the tuned plate circuit. L2 and C, include the
equivalent inductance and capacity of the load circuit L3,
R3 C3.

The problem is to develop equations showing the condi-
tions required for oscillation.

It is assumed that the alternating current wave is sinu-
soidal when oscillation occurs. Owing to the presence of the

397
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tuned grid circuit, this assumption introduces no serious
error in the results.

Kirchoffs Laws give

I I (R"
-

±jL.,(0)=0
1C.20) (1)

(2)
Note : All l's, E's and z's are complex.
Digression on E.:

1 1 1

z,
C,w

(Ri-l-j.1.,0)
ry

j(L,.- )+R,

c2., 1,c,wc,,.[R,±ia,,,,, )1
13= =

Cum C.20) [ [C,n0)(R,-1-jLio)-1-C,w[R,d-j (L,w- e-;-,)]]]

-j1,C,w(Rid-jL,w)

C,(0[ECnico(Ri-Im9Liw)+Ciw[Ri-F1( 1,10Y- c1. nil

(3)
Substituting (3) in (2), get

ji1C,0)(R,--kiL,w)

L'10)

C 0,
-r° -FI,r=0

2

Gi.-12(1?--FjL,(6)=0

Eliminating between (4) and (1) and multiplying both
sides of the result by Cep, get

3µC.w(R,-1-iLio)irp+[
[[Cii,w(Rid-iLiu)d-Cieo[Ri-1-i(L,w

1

+j-rpC20,](R.,+.1L2w)=-0 (3)
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Rationalizing the denominator of the fraction, then mul-
tiplying both sides of (5) by the new denominator, get

jrp[R:(C,(0-1-C,(0)2±[[Cn,o)L,tod-C, cl nil
fj p.0 n,w( R ,+:11,10 [[I? 1( C ww+C 1(0) -i[C &Au)

1
+C )]]]

Cia)

+i[IR:(c.,.-{-cl.)'+[Cwwlilw+C wad il]

-rpC ,w[[1? ,z (C ,w+C ,w)=-E[C,wL,w+ C ,w( w- cl

L2w)=-0 (6)
Equation (6) expresses in complex form the conditions

required for oscillation. The real part of (6) gives the first
general condition of oscillation, viz :
itC,,,,R, (Go+ C,,o) R,L20±[C,,,wL,w+C ,w( L

C1,w
)] ( L'

-
wLow-R R." )]

-[[R (Cww+C 1,0)'±[C wwL,w+C ,w(

-'1 0)

)]-]]( L2w+RrpC2w).0
1

(7)
If the tuned grid circuit is adjusted to resonance,

4w= Cl , then the above equation reduces to the simpler
form
p.0 ,w[le 1( C ,w+C ,w) ( R,Liw-f-R,L2w)+CwwL,w( L,wkw-R ,R 2)]

e 12( ww-FC + ( Lea+ R,rpC
(8)

If , and in addition, R ,=-0, (7) reduces to the
uo)

still simpler form
L,
C,

(9)
The imaginary part of (6) gives another condition for

oscillation from which the frequency can be determined.
This second general condition is
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itCmco[Vi(Cmaid-Cico) (RIR2-LitoL2e)+ [CmuLtw+Cia)(Liw-

1 )] (R2LjaH-RIL2t0)1]
Clw

-1-[[Iii2(Cmwd-C,0,)'-1-[CmcoLiw-l-C, co( 1,10,-
1

1211 [R2H-rp(1-1,2wC2,0)]=0

(10)

If as before, L,,,,=c1-;), (10) reduces to

p.Cn,co[1? C mwd-C ,w)( R,R2-L,.L20))+Cnol.,w(R2404 R1L00)]
[R NC.(0-F-C iw) (C meoLiw) [R2-1-rp( 1-L2,0C 00)1.0

(11)

If L10,.-, and in addition, I t1=0, (10) reduces to

from which
R ( 1.4-1 ) + r p( 1-L 2wC 00=0 (12)

1+R2( 1

rP `/L2C2

(13)
The last equation indicates that if R200, the frequency

of oscillation is greater than the undamped frequency of the
circuit L2C2R2.

(0.2nf.
ii=plate amp. factor.



SELECTIVITY OF TUNED RADIO
RECEIVING SETS*

KENNETH W. JARVIS

(Engineer, Crowley Radio Corporation)

In the design of modern broadcasting receivers, the
radio engineer has three technical objectives. These three
objects are the obtaining of selectivity, fidelity of reproduc-
tion and adequate sound volume. Selectivity means ab-
solute choice of the wanted transmission, without inter-
ference of any kind. Adjacent stations, static and man-
made interference should be entirely eliminated. Fidelity
of reproduction defines itself. The final sound output
should be exactly similar in amplitude, phase and tone as
that before the transmitter microphone. Adequate sound
volume implies sufficient amplification to increase any signal
impulse, no matter how small, to any desired value.

An ideal radio receiver will have all of these factors in-
corporated in its design. The user may choose his program
and control the output to suit his comfort. These should
be independent problems, a more perfect solution of any
of them contributing to the intrinsic value of the receiver.
Unfortunately this situation is not even approached in
present practice-a change in design which will affect any
one of these factors will also affect the other two. It will
therefore be appreciated that a paper on "Selectivity"
would be meaningless if the entire combination of effects
were not considered. The most that can be done is to show
how the amplification and quality varies when the selectiv-
ity is the independent variable.

Before "selectivity" can be discussed, it is necessary to
know what is to be "selected," and this involves an analysis
of the method by which broadcasting is accomplished. The
concept of side bands is well known. Broadcasting consists
in the simultaneous radiation of two or more high frequency
waves. Modulation is the operation of producing high fre-
Received by the Editor Feb. 23. 1927. Presented at a joint meeting of

members of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers and Institute
of Radio Engineers at Cincinnati. Ohio. September 9th, 1926.
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quency radiations at a frequency different from a carrier
frequency by an amount equal to the audio frequency to be
transmitted. The usual methods of modulation produce
two such high frequencies, one on either side of the car-
rier. Thus if a million cycle carrier is modulated by an

Law. S.,

roc. 1.

Figure 1

audio frequency of 1000 cycles, three frequencies are radiat-
ed, one million minus a thousand, one million, and one mil-
lion plus a thousand cycles. The frequencies generated by
modulation are termed side bands. It should be clearly
realized that these side bands are not mathematical fic-
tions, but are physically existent as a part of the broadcast
transmission. It is the "beating" of the side bands on the

Figure 2

carrier which rectified produces the. audio component of
the detector output. The two side bands "beating" with
the carrier wave add to give the original audio or modulat-
ing frequency.

It is obvious that the amplitudes and phases of the side
bands must maintain their original relationship through-
out any amplification or modifying stages to which the fre-
quency band is subjected.
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Considering the faithfulness of reproduction, or quality,
a uniform response curve for all frequencies would be de-
sired. Considering selectivity, this response band should
cover only the frequencies included in the side bands of
the desired station. Such a response curve is shown in

Fa. J.
Figure 3

Fig. 1. Below the lower side band and above the upper
side band no response is obtained while between these two
limits the response is uniform. Such a response curve is
obviously a discontinuous function of frequency, and as such
requires an infinite series of terms to represent it accurate-
ly. This would probably mean an infinite series of selective
circuits or circuit arrangements. More will be said later
regarding the possibilities of such a system.

Figure 4

With this conception of the "ideal" response curve in
mind, the response curves of the present type of selecting
circuits will be more appreciated. The circuit is shown in
Fig. 2. The fundamental operation of such a circuit de-
pends upon its change of impedance with change iri applied
frequency. Below the resonant frequency the circuit is an
inductive reactance, and above resonant frequency it is capa-
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city reactance. As resonance is approached, the effective re-
sistance increases, reaching a maximum close to the point
of zero reactance. These facts are usually plotted in the
form of the curves of Fig. 3.

Figure 5

For the purposes of this paper, another viewpoint is
preferable. It is a fundamental property of any circuit
having a well defined resonant frequency that the curve be-
tween effective resistance and effective reactance should be
approximately a circle. Thus take the simple circuit of Fig.

Olf req.,9

-
F, c... 6.

Figure 6

4. The curve between R' and X' is shown in Fig. 5. With zero
frequency the inductance "shorts" the circuit. At resonance

1

if= 2rIV LC the impedance of the L -C combination is in-
finite and the diameter of the circle is given by R. At infin-
ite frequency the capacity "shorts" the circuit and thus com-
pletes a perfect circle. Changing L and C changes the reso-
nant frequency : changing R changes the diameter of the
circle.
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In case there is no shunt resistance, but a series resis-
tance in one, or both legs, the action is somewhat different.
Fig. 6 shows the case with a resistance in the inductive leg
only. The impedance "circle" begins with a small value R
equal to the coil resistance and ends with zero impedance as

Figure 7

before. The "circle" is not a true circle, but if Rs is small
compared with R' it may be treated as such without serious
error. In all the cases discussed in this paper this has been
done. The case where the error due to this assumption
would be greatest has been checked and the error found to
be considerably less than 1%, and is sufficiently accurate
for all other cases of value to a radio engineer.

Figure S

The next consideration is to determine the voltage across
 such a resonance circuit as the frequency is varied. The
usual circuit connections for a vacuum tube amplifier are
as shown in Fig. 7. It can be shown that a vacuum tube can
be replaced by a generator of zero internal impedance hav-
ing a voltage p.E, in series with a resistance R9 equal to the
plate -filament impedance of the tube. Also all of the circuit
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constants may be transferred to the secondary by multiply-
ing by N2. N is the effective transformer ratio, and with no

L
--2-leakage is . If leakage is present, the transfer is still

justified but N may be more difficult to determine numeri-
cally.

These changes have been made in Fig. 8, where N2pEg,
is the voltage of the transferred generator, and Ra=NR.
The vector diagram of the combination impedance is shown
in Fig. 9. R adds in the direction of R'. The vector AC

P/a 9

f -R- 1111ft-giik
G

,,,,

1N

Figure 9

represents the impedance of the tuned circuit and the vec-
tor BC represents the impedance of the combination. As
the applied voltage divides in direct ratio to the impedances,
the response curve is given by the ratio AC/BC as the
point C swings around the circle.

AC=VR''±X'' (1)

BC=1/(R'-kR)'-FX' (2)
A C

-Let the response curve ratio be represented by B.

Then

B2- R'2±2R'Ra+R.2-FX" (3)
From the geometry of the circle it can be shown that

(4)
where Z is the maximum impedance of the tuned circuit, ie,
the circle diameter, making the substitution of (3) in (4)
gives

ZR'
- Ra2-FR'(2R±Z)

(5)
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The mathematical solution of the circuit constants (or
variables) of a tuned circuit such as shown in Fig. 4 where

R. -C (resonance impedance) gives as the effective resis-

tanceR.a term so that

R,C,' ``)2L2

L2
R92C2

(1 w2LC)2+0,2L2

(6)
where L, C and R. are the inductance, capacity and the ser-
ies resistance of the tuned circuit. At resonance (1-(02 LC)
is zero and, as R'=Z at this point,

RC
Substituting (6) and (7) in (5) gives

/ 0)21.2
B=V RaR.cje +0,142 +R.2( l_w2LC )2

At resonance - =0,/, and (8) simplifies into
we

B,Rt,
Z

(7)

(8)

(9)

This means that if the transferred tube impedance is equal
to that of the tuned circuit, ie R, -,Z, half of the tube gen-
erator voltage is effective across the tuned circuit.

This development can now be applied to the determina-
tion of selectivity. In this paper the term "selectivity" is
used to represent the ratio between the wanted signal and
an interfering signal. The usual method of measuring selec-
tivity is based on the width of the resonance curve at half
amplitude. While this is a convenient way of comparing two
resonance curves, it is meaningless to an engineer who must
interpret his solution to fit actual cases. We are interested
in the comparative response of a desired station and one
that is undesired. Such information is given only by the de-
termination of the response ratios and not by any curve
shape. Thus when a circuit is said to have a selectivity fac-
tor of five, it means that a wanted signal is five times the
strength of an unwanted station, assuming equal inputs.
This method has the disadvantage of having a different
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selectivity for every frequency off resonance. However, if
all stations are working on a fixed frequency difference
basis, such as the 10-kc. separation of present broadcasting
stations, and the selectivity factor is calculated using this
difference, the result will be a positive answer to the ques-
tion of selectivity and not a mere geometrical ratio.

Equation (9) gives the response at resonance, and
equation (8) gives the response at any other frequency.
602.2nf2). Dividing (9) by 8 will give the selectivity of
the combination as defined above. Performing this opera-
tion and simplifying gives

52=1 RaZ
(4, w2C )2

(10)
At resonance the product terms in (10) disappear andS=1. This is obvious from the definition of S. The last

term is dependent on the frequency difference from reso-
nance. For a given frequency difference, the only variable

is that of RaZ

. This term continuously increases as R. increases. The
value of R. is the value of the tube impedance R, transferred
to the secondary. Decreasing the number of primary turnsincreases R and so increases the selectivity. It can be shownthat when the primary turns are adjusted for maximum
amplification Under these conditions, the selectivity

, Z
CC

2

If the primary turns be decreased to zero, R approaches an
infinite value. Substituting R.00 in (10) gives

0S« 0Z
co (12)

It is thus apparent that decreasing the number of primary
turns from the optimum amplification value to an infinitesi-
mal value cannot more than double the selectivity!

The increase in selectivity by increasing Z is exactly the
same as by increasing R. It must be noted however, that

Lwhile
Z=RaC

.- is not permissable to increase Z by chang-
ing the L -C ratio, as this also affects the second product term
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of (10). This effect will be discussed later. However de-
creasing R, will increase the selectivity, and if the optimum
transformer turn ratio be used, the selectivity will increase
as the reciprocal of R. Notice that the only way to make
the selectivity infinite is for R to be zero and the trans-
former turn ratio to be infinite.

In the above, notice that the square is dropped from S
.and the product terms. This can be done without error if
the product terms are great with respect to 1. As the

/
pro-

ducts terms approach zero, (due to w2C) the value of

S does not differ greatly from 1.
The next problem is to determine how the selectivity

changes with the L -C ratio. In order to do this, must

be substituted for Z in (10). Simplifying the resulting
equation gives

R,L 12
S2=1-4(

w,-,,,..w2)2 RR,±(0,.2LL J (13)

In considering the action at any large frequency differ-
ence from resonance, the bracket term of (13) becomes
large with respect to 1. Therefore

S=
)2 RaL'

w2 R.R±wr2L2 (14)
The first of these product terms is dependent on fre-

quency off resonance and is independent of circuit condi-
tions. The second term is one which we can adjust. A simple
differentiation shows that S is maximum when

wr2L2=RaR, (15)

But R. may also be determined by L, for R=(k )2-2-ri R. Sub-

stituting this into (15) gives
m2,02,RpR,, (16)

This is the value to which M must be adjusted to give maxi-
mum amplification. This means that if the secondary induc-
tance is adjusted for optimum amplification, the circuit is
also adjusted for optimum selectivity, with respect to L -C

ratio. This surprising statement indicates that if the circuit
conditions are adjusted for maximum amplification, the se-
lectivity is dependent on the L -R, ratio only. It also means
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that if the circuit is adjusted for maximum amplification of
a wanted signal, it will give the greatest ratio between the
wanted signal and any interfering frequency.

While this gives optimum selectivity with respect to L -C,
this is not the maximum possible selectivity. In general the
problem is to obtain the greatest (or the least) selectivity
for a given amplificatioD. To this end the simplified equation
for the amplification of a single tuned stage will be intro-
duced.

Mw toLA.kits
M2.2 (17)

Calling 6'4-'92) -K and substituting R=(11m)2 R in
,02

(13) gives S2./ + [K R"L
1RRsH-M20:i

(18)

Solving (17) for Mw, and substituting A=K211,0 in (18)
and simplifying gives

2Rs2=1±[K,K22
L Vi.2-4K22RRs (19)

For large frequency differences the 1 may be neglected
and with a chosen amplification determining K,

R,
Sex -

L-±- L2-4K22RRs (20)

The selectivity will be maximum when the denominator
is minimum. If the second term under the radical be zero,
the other denominator terms will cancel and the selectivity
will be infinite. Notice that this means that Rs is zero,
checking a previous conclusion.

The larger L. becomes, the more nearly the radical term
approaches the value of L, and the smaller the denominator.
Maintaining the transformer turn ratio, etc., so as to give
a constant chosen amplification, increasing the secondary
inductance will increase the selectivity. This is a point not
so well appreciated by the radio set manufacturer as it
should be.

One other point is of interest. For any chosen amplifica-
tion, i. e. IC2, there are two values of selectivity. One is where
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the amplification is below the optimum value due to too
small a mutual inductance, and the other is with the mutual
greater than the optimum value. If L2,4K22R.R, there is
only one value for selectivity, that which occurs at the opti-
mum amplification.

Before considering the quality factors of this discussion
several curves illustrating the previously made points will
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Figure 10

be given. The separate equations (17) and (18) were used
in deriving the majority of these curves. In determining the
selectivity, K, of (18) was calculated on the assumption that
the interfering station was 10 kc. off resonance.

The first three curves, Figs. 10, 11 and 12, show the am-
plification and selectivity curves of a variable condenser
tuned stage of radio frequency amplification. The induc-
tance and resistance values chosen are typical of a very good
transformer. The average receiver uses less inductance and
often has several times 8 ohms in the circuit. These values
were chosen to show how poor the selectivity factor is even
with such an optimum practical case. Mutual inductance is
used as the independent variable, it being customary to vary
the primary turns to obtain a desired amplification or selec-
tivity. In the corner of the curve sheets is an insert curve of
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amplification against selectivity. The important point to
make here is that with the chosen coil and secondary resis-
tance, every circuit condition must lie on this curve! No
trick arrangement of capacity or inductance coupling or
combination can serve to change the relationship between
selectivity and amplification.
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Figure 11

As selectivityselectivity is necessary in this type of receiver, a mu-
tual below the optimum value is necessary. Thus in Fig. 10,
a mutual of 10 microhenries might be chosen giving an
amplification of 30 and selectivity of 4.2. With this fixed mu-
tual the amplification and selectivity are as follows :

Amplification Selectivity
200 M 30. 4.2
300 M 14.5 4.6
600 M 4.0 4.8

Take another case. Assume that it is necessary to main-
tain a constant selectivity. Then we might have

Amplification Selectivity
200 M 42.0 3.5
300 M 29.0 3.5
600 M 15.5 3.5
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Or again, assume that some coupling method is used
whereby the amplification is constant. The maximum am-
plification of the 600 -meter signal must be the limiting
value.' Taking approximately this as the constant amplifi-
cation gives

Amplification Selectivity
200 M . 16.0 4.6
300 M 16.0 4.5
600 M 16.0 3.1

The choice of the three methods depends on the class of
the set and the difficulties involved in applying the method.
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Figure 12

The first method, i. e., constant mutual, is the one which
most set manufacturers have been using as it is the simplest.
Recently several methods approaching the case of constant
amplification have been placed on the market. A compro-
mise between increased amplification and decreased selec-
tivity seems to be the logical outcome of such developments.

Another interesting series of curves are given in Figs.
14, 15 and 16. Here the tuning capacity is left fixed and the
secondary inductance varied to resonate the circuit. As it
is harder to build a low resistance variometer than a single
coil, the secondary resistance was chosen as 20 ohms. Pri-
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mary inductance is chosen as the independent variable in
this case, as the changing mutual with change in secondary
inductance would not illustrate the usual case clearly.

With this method of tuning both the amplification and
selectivity increases with increasing wavelength. A com-
bination of inductance capacity tuning might prove ideal so

FA

Figure 14

4.

far as present tuning methods are concerned. No tables are
offered from these curves as the curves themselves can be
read with sufficient accuracy to give any desired informa-
tion.

Data for amplification and selectivity have been ob-
tained for many other cases and checked experimentally, but
the essential facts are given above. Anyone interested in a
specific case can substitute his values in Equations (17) and
(18) and quickly determine the curves.

The discussion thus far has considered only the relation
between selectivity and amplification. As was pointed out in
the introduction, the quality of reproduction is affected by
these other variables and must also be considered. There
are several factors which affect the quality, each by a dif-
ferent amount. The major factor is that produced by the
non -uniform amplification of the desired side bands.
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In this discussion, percentage quality is defined as the
area below the response curve and between the side band
limits, divided by the area of the rectangle whose length is
given by the maximum amplification and whose width is the
side band separation. This meaning of quality assumes that
all frequencies between the two side bands are present, and
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that the energy at each frequency is of equal importance.
This may be too severe a restriction as undoubtedly some of
the higher audio harmonics can be dropped without mater-
ially affecting the quality as perceived by ear. There seems
to be no logical basis for making any other method of qual-
ity measurement involving a frequency spectrum, and it is
to be hoped that some such method can be universally
adopted. It might be preferable to plot both the amplitude
and the side band frequencies (on both sides of resonance as
a base line) in logarithmic units and measure the area in
the customary square units. In any case, a fair definition
of quality seems to be the area of the received frequency
spectrum divided by the area of the ideal frequency spec-
trum having the same maximum amplification.

In a tuned radio frequency amplifier the grid to grid
voltage amplification is increased in two places. First in the
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tube acting as an amplifier and second in the step up ratio
of the transformer. The tube amplification will vary with
frequency, depending on the impedance of the plate circuit.
The transformer step up ratio is independent of frequency
(assuming 100cle inductive coupling only). Therefore in
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Figure 16
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calculating selectivity the variable tube amplification only
was used. The term B of Equation (8) (times ti) represents
the tube amplification only. The complete amplification per
A, is

A=1,LBN (21)
all terms having been defined.

Substituting in (21) for B, and and in B substi-

tute Ra.N2Rp which gives

[L12

L-wC12R P2 + + 1 -?i12 (22)
Two series of curves are plotted using the values derived

by equation (22). The first series, Fig. 17, is for the case
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of three variable resistance tuned circuits, of 5, 10 and 25
ohms respectively. The mutual inductance in each case has
been adjusted to give the optimum amplification at the
chosen resonant frequency of 1,000,000 cycles.

To determine the quality of a given circuit the area be-
neath the resonance curve might be found by integrating
equation (22). This leads to an almost hopeless mathemati-

1

Figure 17

ca tangle,tangle, and an expression whose meaning cannot be
clearly understood. Accordingly the areas involved in the
measurement of quality were measured with a mechanical
integrator, the plainimeteer, between the limits of 5000
cycles each side of resonance.

Other factors measured from the curves were selectivity
and per cent. interference. The area between 5000 and 15000
cycles off resonance, corresponding to the chosen side band
limits of the next broadcasting station, is a measure of that
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station's interference. The ratio of the area of the desired
station's signal (actual case, not ideal) to that of the inter-
fering station is a measure of the selectivity of the circuit.
In the tables following this selectivity factor is called SA,
as it is based on the respective area. The selectivity factor
as defined in the first part of this paper, i. e., the ratio of the
resonant frequency signal to that 10,000 cycles off reso-
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Figure 18

nance is called S as it is based on respective ordinates. It
is obvious that So will be larger than SA. SA is approxi-
mately So(1 where Q is the per cent. quality, or quality fac-
tor as previously defined.

As the circuit is made sharper, both the interference and
the quality decrease. The ratio between quality and inter-
ference is also given in the tables. Notice that for a given
resistance circuit the ratio does change much with M, al-
though increasing both with decreasing R and increasing
number of stages.
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The second series of curves are those with a constant
secondary resistance and varying mutual. Some of the
values of mutual were chosen simply to make the amplifica-
tion of the product stages equal.

Several curves were made of product stages and the data
given were calculated from the shape and area of these
curves. The curves themselves are not given as they would
add nothing to the discussion.

Curve Max.
No. Amp. M. R. Qc/ic" Irk Q/I SA Sr,

TABLE 1. (Fig. 17)

1

2
3

42.2
29.8
18.8

35.7 5
50.8 10
79.6 25

73.1
89.2
98.0

29.6
54.8
82.0

2.47
1.63
1.20

2.7
1.8
1.2

3.8
2.1
1.2

TABLE 2. (Fig. 18)
Curve Max.

No. . Amp. M. R. Q% I% Q/I SA S,.
2 29.8 50.8 Ili 89.2 54.8 1.63 1.8 2.1
4 28.1 35.8 10 84.0 46.9 1.83 2.1 2.7
5 23.8 25.4 10 79.4 42.9 1.85 2.3 3.1
6 17.1 16.1 15 75.9 40.6 1.87 2.5 3.5
7 13.5 12.1 10 75.0 39.5 1.90 2.5 3.6
8 9.8 8.6 10 74.8 38.5 1.94 2.6 3.9

TABLE 3

Curve Obtained Max
No. By Amp. Q% Ir.% Q/I SA S.

9 6 x 6 293. 63.0 16.7 3.77 6.0 12.2
10 4 x 8 293. 67.0 21.9 3.09 4.6 7.8
11 5 x 5 567. 66.0 18.5 3.17 5.4 9.6
12 1 x 7 568. 58.8 14.8 3.97 6.7 13.5
13 5 x 5 x 5 13.144. 55.6 8.7 6.38 11.6 28.8
14 5 x 5 x 5

+2000 , 0 and
--2000 , off

re3onance 10,000 64.0 10.6 6.04 9.4 22.0

The curve 14 of Table 3 is very interesting. This was
made with the first stage tuned to 2000 cycles above the
signal frequency of 1,000,000, the second stage was resonant
and the third stage was tuned 2000 cycles below resonance.
This corresponds to a capacity variation of approximately
4%, about that value to which most good variable condens-
ers are held. The surprising thing is the fact that this curve
is so little different from that of 13, where all stages are
resonant. Apparently such a variation does not seriously
affect the general characteristics.

It would be unwise to leave the subject of selectivity
without some mention of regeneration, for regeneration has
long been considered one of the most satisfactory means of
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increasing the selectivity of a tuned radio frequency ampli-
fying circuit. If it is assumed that all of the vacuum tube
parameters are constant or linear functions of the grid
voltage, it may be shown that the power fed back by the
tickler is equal to that which would be drawn from the
amplifier tube ahead if the tuned circuit resistance were

Figure 19

r'

lowered. This fact has lead to the conception of regenera-
tion as "negative resistance". It must be emphasized that
the only basis for considering regeneration as the introduc-
tion of negative resistance into the tuned circuit, lies in the
truth of the above assumption. This assumption is far from
true when the "negative resistance" approaches the positive
resistance in value. However, at values of "effective resis-
tance" large with respect to infinitestimal values, certain
calculations may be made without appreciable error.

A resonance curve for the case of Curve No. 6 where
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the effective resistance -has been reduced to 0.1 of an ohm
is plotted in Fig. 19. Notice that the low resistance of the
secondary (constant mutual in both cases) does not produce
decreased interference, but only an increase in signal am-
plitude, particularly in the range close to resonance. This
of course increases the selectivity factor as previously de-
fined, but also hurts the quality. These facts may or may
not help the receiver, depending on other conditions.
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Two other points should be considered as affecting the
quality. The first is the phase shift of the side bands as
they pass through the amplifier. The peak of the "beat"
between the lower side band and the carrier will not coin-
cide with the "beat" between the upper side band and the
carrier. If the receiver is tuned to resonance, these audio
beats are symmetrical with the resonant period and add to
give a single peak which is identical in phase but decreased
slightly in amplitude from the original. If the receiver is
not tuned to resonance the audio components will be shifted
slightly with respect to each other, but as shown by Fletcher
and others, a phase shift of as much as a cycle does not seem
to affect the ear. The phase shift can therefore apparently
be neglected as affecting quality.
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The second factor is the transient response of the circuit.
The previous equations dealt only with a constant amplitude,
continuously applied frequency. In broadcasting, the ampli-
tude variation of each single frequency must be followed.
If the decrement of the receiver is too low, the grid voltage
will not be able to follow the amplitude variations of the
signal. This problem has been considered in detail else-
where and will not be stressed here. A typidal case where
L=300X/0 lay, and R,=10 r was calculated and (neg-
lecting additional damping of coupled plate resistance) it
was found that only 0.00014 seconds were required to re-
duce the grid voltage to 1 of its original value. The addi-
tional damping of the coupled plate resistance brought this
time down to about 0.00010 seconds, corresponding to a
variation frequency of 10,000 cycles. As an alternating fre-
quency current cannot well change in amplitude faster than
its own frequency, and the lower limit shown above is ap-
proximately 10,000 cycles, the quality of present day re-
ceivers will not be much affected by this factor.

A consideration of the three factors of amplification,
selectivity and quality leads directly to an old problem of
design. Shall each step or unit in the instrument be as near
perfect as possible to make it, or shall one unit attempt to
compensate for the deficiency of another? Many arguments
can be advanced both ways. Certainly the ideal way would
be to have each unit perfect in itself. Is this possible com-
mercially?

Fig. 20 shows the most interesting curve in this whole
paper. The curve is the response curve for a well known 5 -
tube receiver, incorporating two stages of radio frequency
amplification, a regenerative detector and two stages of
audio frequency. The tuned circuits were designed, princi-
pally by adjusting the secondary resistance and transformer
mutual inductance, to be quite selective and still maintain
good amplification. The audio transformers were somewhat
better than the average, although beginning to fall at 200
cycles and falling very rapidly below 90 cycles. Above 200
cycles, the audio transformer curves were practically flat
to 6000 cycles and then rose slightly to 9000 cycles where
they cut off sharp.

The regeneration was not critically adjusted, yet served
to keep the amplification at low frequency (at least to 40
cycles) very good. Here was one case where peaked radio
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frequency amplification compensated for poor audio ampli-
fication. However, the sharpness of the radio frequency
stages began hurting the audio response curve at about 500
cycles. At 2000 cycles the response falls very fast, and at
4000 cycles no signal was obtained. The beautiful "flat"
transformer characteristic above 500 cycles was absolutely
useless. Considering 5000 cycles as the side band limit, the
audio transformers should have had a peak at about 4000
cycles.

This discussion shows that even the audio transformers
affect materially the selectivity of the receiver, and based
on present ideas in set construction and present type select-
ing circuits, should never have a flat top characteristic.
This point cannot be too strongly emphasized, for if we do
not make each unit of our receiver almost perfect, there is
no logic about only making one unit perfect. It is better
to make one unit compensate for another, including every-
thing from the antenna to the reproducing unit. This has
always been the commercial way of getting results desired
in the quickest time, and considering the engineering handi-
caps is often the best way.

However, in the long run, the ideal way will provp the
best; that of making each unit perfect. How shall this be
done? If the answer were known it would be done now. One
statement is clearly true, however. In the ideal receiver,
selectivity, amplification and quality will be absolutely in-
dependent. Selectivity may come through properly designed
band pass filters. Amplification will be easily controlled
by the operator and independent of frequency. With true
aperiodic amplification, no phase distortion and high de-
crement pickup circuits, quality will be perfect. The road
ahead of the radio engineer striving to build the ideal re-
ceiving set is long and hard.
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RADIO PHENOMENA RECORDED BY THE
UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN GREENLAND

EXPEDITION -1926

BY

P. C. OSCANYAN, JR.

(In Charge Expedition Radio)

Radio, and especially short wave radio, has found its
place in the plans of almost every expedition which has left
the United States within the past year, and because such
radio equipment is being carried into the more or less inac-
cessible places of the world we are learning that the ex-
plored places are, in many cases, different from what we
had expected.

The University of Michigan Greenland Expedition of
1926, directed and led by Prof. W. H. Hobbs, was the Ex-
pedition of which I was a member and in charge of radio.
The Expedition went in search of meteorological data, to
lay down a base station for work in 1927, and, in connection
with the latter work, to determine a proper location for a
short wave radio station to communicate with the Schooner
Morrissey and the United States.

A base camp site was selected some 50 miles East of
Holstensborg, on Maligiak Fiord, North of the Arctic Circle,
Reference to the photograph will show that the camp was
situated in the center of a natural bowl -like valley and it
was close to the location of the tents that the radio station
was first set up. Take careful note of the figures which are
written in above the various high points which surround
the camp.

At this point it is necessary that we digress for a
moment. Last spring John L. Reinartz, in a speech before
the A. R. R. L. Convention in New York City, brought to
our attention, for the first time, the fact that when a radio
receiving station which plans to work on wavelengths of 50
meters or below is placed at the foot of a hill or mountain
which is of a height greater than 17 degrees from the hori-
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zontal of the station, then signals will be screened off from
the receiver.

It was with a view to testing this that the station was
first established at that point. The results were so prompt
that they were thoroughly convincing. In order that we
might be doubly sure of the height of these high points we

Photo by Prof. L. M. Gould
Figure 1. Figures and arrows indicate heights of hills surroundingthe station in the valley.

(Mr. R. L. Belknap, Expedition Surveyor, and I) checked
them with a theodolite which was placed midway between
the mast and the receiving set, a matter of some 25 feet.
The angles given in the illustration are the angles thus ob-
tained.

Finding ourselves screened off from signals coming from
the North, thus being cut off from the vessel which had
taken us up and was to take us back after making arrange-
ments by radio, and also being cut off from all but the most
powerful short wave stations in Eastern and Central United
States another location less sheltered was determined upon
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for the radio station. It is interesting to note here that in
all probability due to the clearing effect of the screening,
high points stations in the western U. S., in an unscreened
direction from us, and stations in Europe and even New

>N

Figure 2. Outline illustration of method of obtaining angles and the
blocking of signals by the surrounding territory.

Zealand, also in an unscreened direction, were logged hav-
ing good strength whereas when our later location was
reached these signals were, in all probability, drowned out
by signals from stations closer by.

Photo by Prot. L. M. Gould
Figure 3. Cross at extreme left indicates location of Station on Point

of land 400 ft. high and projecting out into fiord.

Relocating our station at point B, named Radio Point,
gave a prompt and satisfying return to what would be the
normal condition expected for that locality. It would also
appear that static in that part of the world is the overflow
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from the more harassed lower latitudes, it not being present
in sufficient quantity to cause notation in my log until after
we had shifted our station to the higher point.

Another interesting point of note is that the distance
within which "brute force" signals may be heard is greatly
increased at sea. By brute force signals, I mean the sig-
nals which may be received from a short wave transmitter
within a limited area surrounding the station. The rad-
iated waves which follow the earth or sea surface die
out within a comparatively short distance due to absorption.

I. 1 -

Figure 4

t

The thing which these experiments bring most forcibly
to my mind is that such a critical angle of screening of
short wave signals rather sets at odds the theory laid down
by Dr. A. H. Taylor that there is a secondary, or even ter-
tiary skip distance. The angle at which these short waves
are screened out, points, as Mr. Reinartz has shown me,
to the angle of refraction of light on pure water.

Now it is a known fact that dry air is heavier than
moist and that as we ascend in the atmosphere there is
more and more moisture present so that when the level of
the cirrus cloud is reached we find that they are moisture
frozen to minute ice particles, (such at least is the general
condition). It is also true that this moist band of atmosphere
experiences a diurnal change and is higher at the equator
than at the poles, all of which would seem to -point to the
hypothesis that, if this 17 degree angle is at all significant
it would warrant the assumption that high frequency radio
signals are reflected by this moist and ionized upper atmos-
phere.

If the foregoing is true, then it would seem that unless
the signal struck a reflecting surface of like character,
when it reached the earth, it would never be sufficiently re-
flected so that it might rise again through the atmosphere
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to the Kennelly -Heaviside layer with sufficient strength to
permit it to again appear at another point on the surface
of this earth.

The popular idea that there is no static in the Arctic
will receive a setback when the static audibility graph given
herewith is consulted. I would greatly appreciate it if any

Photo by Prof. L. M. Gould

Figure 5. Radio station on the Point. Shelter tent housing apparatus
and operator. Mast is sectional bamboo 35 ft. high. View N. W.

among those who read this article can give me any infor-
mation as to whether the high audibility static on certain
dates either precedes, accompanies, or follows, static of the
same or greater intensity elsewhere in the world. A com-
parison of static recordings daily during the period shown
would be of great interest to me.

As mentioned before, there is to be another expedition
next year and it is planned to remain up there all during
the winter of 1927-28. appreciate that this will be an ex-
cellent opportunity for me to cooperate with anyone who
wishes to collect comparative data or would like to suggest
some particular field of radio for us to explore, since the
radio station is to be a part of the expedition all during that
time.

The antenna system consisted of a single wire 40 feet
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long suspended from a sectional bamboo mast 35 feet high.
This mast was Of 2 inch bamboo and in 5 foot sections, for
strength and portability, guyed with stranded antenna wire,
Pyrex insulators, and steel tent pegs. The counteerpoise con-
sisted of 3 wires each 20 feet long, No. 14 rubber covered,
laid out fanwise on the ground.

Photo by M. Gould

Figure 6. Looking North over the Station on the Point. Shelter tent
rolled back to show method of housing and operation.

The receiver was especially made for the expedition
by the Burgess Laboratories at Madison, Wis. The trans-
mitter was a homemade one employing two Cunningham
CX301A tubes. Using only 200 volts on the plates of these
tubes we were able to communicate over distances greater
than 1000 miles. The receiving circuit was a modified Rein-
artz, the transmitting circuit was a shunt feed Hartley.
Detector and one step a. f. were sufficient for reception.



PUNCTURE DAMAGE THROUGH THE GLASS WALL
OF A TRANSMITTING VACUUM TUBE*

BY

YUJIRO KUSUNOSE

(Dlectrotechnical Laboratory, Hunisky of Communications, Tokyo, Japan)

INTRODUCTION

Puncture damage through the glass wall has rarely been
met with radio transmitting vacuum tubes which are under
operation at ordinary long wavelengths. However since
short wave radio has recently come into use, frequent occur-
rence of this damage has been noted, which leads us to sus-
pect the existence of some special causes other than those
previously known (such as insulation breakdown of the
glass wall or melting of the glass due to high ohmic losses
at high temperature.) The causes have been investigated
by the writer and are attributed to the dielectric loss in
glass, as described below.

TYPE OF DAMAGE

The phenomenon was first encountered at the Hiraiso
Branch Office of the Laboratory, when the Marconi valve
MT -4 (anode 10 kv. 200 w.) was being used as a short-
wave oscillator. That such a damage is due to dielectric
loss may be seen from the conditions of its occurrence, viz.,
(1) the punctures always appear somewhere on the neck
of the glass bulb on the side of grid stem, and marks of
softening are observed on the glass wall around that part
(Fig. 1), which may be considered to be region of most in-
tense radio frequency electric field, and (2) the breakdown
occurs at the instant when operating efficiency is high and
anode loss rather low.

THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS

In the first place, the matter will be considered from the
theoretical point of view and thus it will be found that the
Received by the Editor. March 14, 1927.
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432 Kusuno3e: Puncture Damage Through Glass Wall of Vacuum Tube

softening of glass is due to dielectric loss. When a tube is
oscillating, the anode and grid voltages are always opposite
in sign, and therefore radio frequency alternating potential
difference amounting to 10 kilovolts may exist between the
two electrodes. Assuming the distribution of electric field
built by the potential difference as depicted in Fig. 2 which

Figure 1

shows the construction of above mentioned valve MT -4, the
most intense field may be supposed to exist around the neck
of the bulb marked b, and is calculated to be of the order of
1 kv./cm.

The dielectric loss in glass as approximately
W=k F f watts /

where F is the field strength in kv./cm. mentioned above,
f the frequency in kilocycles, and k the factor depending on
the material. The value of k for lead glass as used in the
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valve MT -4 has been found to be k=19X/0', and assuming
f.15X103 kc. (A.20m.) the loss at the above -mentioned
part of the glass wall may be calculated from the formula
to be 0.36 watt/cm'. The thickness of the glass being 0.17

Gloss
wall

Grid
stein

Figure 2

6

4

0 -

cm., the loss per unit of surface area becomes 0.061
watt/cm'.

The temperature rise on this part of glass wall may be
roughly estimated in the following manner. Under full
load conditions, the valve MT -4 consumes 80 watts in the
filament and dissipates 200 watts in the anode, and thus
280 watts in total are radiated as heat through the whole
glass surface of 450 cm'; i. e. 0.62 watt/cm2 is radiated in
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average. Assuming the fraction of the heat to be ab-
sorbed by the glass out of the radiation to be 20%, 0.12
watt/cm' will be lost in the glass. Actual observation under
the same load condition has shown that the temperature of
the glass wall reached 100 to 160°C.

Now that a dielectric loss of the order of 0.06 watt/cm'
is added to the above under conditions of short wave opera-

0/.4-
Cl t2

cb 0.4
o

0 0,3

I 0,2

0,7

A : Red,:ant heat loss
B bielectric loss
C A+ 8, Loss line
D, E : Cooling lines
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Figure 3

A

Temperut..re of Glass V/a1.1

tion at full load, the final temperature may be estimated to
reach 200°C or thereabout. This is, however, somewhat
lower than the softening point of the glass (about 400°C)
and cannot, therefore, explain the damage.

The above reasoning is based on the assumption that di-
electric loss is independent of temperature. But this may
not be the case; and therefore the variation of the factor k
with temperature has been observed and the following re-
sults were obtained which show that the dielectric loss in-
creases very rapidly with temperature at the higher tem-
peratures.

Temp. 20 60 100 140 170 200 °C
k 19 20 24 31 43 69 X10-

From these measurements the softening of the glass may
be explained in the following way. In Fig. 3 the abscissae
represent the temperatures of the part of the glass wall
under consideration, and the ordinates the amounts of
power loss that take part in heating the glass. The heat
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radiated from the electrodes and absorbed in the glass is
independent of temperature, and may be represented by a
horizontal line A (0.12 watt/cm'.)

The dielectric loss in the glass is 0.06 watt/cm' at room
temperature, but increases with temperature in proportion

Figure 4

to the value of k in the above table. This may be repre-
sented by a curve B. Thus the total amount of power heat-
ing the portion of the glass is the sum of A and B which
makes the "loss line" C.

On the other hand, the amount of heat which escapes
from the glass wall increases with temperature. The dotted
lines which are nearly straight represent these "cooling
lines". The less effective the cooling, the less will be the in-
clination of the line.

Figure 5

The final temperature reached by the glass is then indi-
cated by an intersecting point of the "loss line" with the
"cooling line", as shown D in Fig. 3 ; but if cooling is so
poor that the "cooling line" does not at all meet the "loss
line" such as E in the figure, the loss in the glass is by no
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means fully dissipated and the temperature rises indefin-
itely, and softening or melting of the glass eventually takes
place. As a consequence of this cumulative effect and the
lack of uniformity in heating and cooling of glass, some part
of the glass begins to melt, which results in a puncture be-
cause of external air pressure.

EXPERIMENTS

1. The valve MT -4 was suspended horizontally and a
radio -frequency voltage of 5,000 V. at 2,500 kilocycles was
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applied between the anode and grid, the filament not being
lighted. The temperature of the glass ,bulb increased and
finally attained the distribution illustrated in Fig. 4, the
temperature around the neck of the bulb being the highest
and reaching about 100°C. When the bulb was shielded by
two sheets of tin foil connected electrically as shown in Fig.
5, no heating of this part could be perceived.

2. The same valve was put into operation as a short
wave transmitter, and the temperature at a point on the
neck of the bulb was measured. The data are plotted in Fig.
6. When the tube was oscillating at short wavelengths, the
temperature rose quite high and sometimes had a tendency
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to increase rapidly, even beyond 3000C, which would indi-
cate the likelihood of damage resulting from continuation of
operation.

PREVENTION OF DAMAGE

As the cause of the damage has been found to be the di-
electric loss in glass, it is simply remedied; and a knowledge
of the causes of puncture will also be helpful in securing
high efficiency of operation.

The methods of prevention may be summarized as fol-
lows :
A. On operation of the tubes :

1. Thoroughly cool that portion of the glass wall which
is likely to be exposed to intense radio -frequency electric
fields.

2. Shield the glass wall electrostatically so as to prevent
any portion of it from being exposed to an extremely in-
tense electric field.

3. Carefully support the tube so that no part of supports
may prevent meeting the above conditions.

4. Lower the anode voltage and output load from the
rated values suitable for operation at long wavelengths to
values which will keep the temperature of the portion
within safe limits.
B. On designing of the tubes :

1. Use low -loss and heat -resisting material for the bulb.
2. Choose such shapes of the bulb and electrodes that

strong stray electric field may not reach the walls.
3. Electrostatically shield the electrodes so as to avoid

stray electric fields extending to the glass wall.
C. On manufacturing the tubes :

Continue evacuation of the tube after the usual bom-
bardment, operating it meanwhile as a short wave oscillator.
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DISCUSSION ON
FIELD DISTRIBUTION AND RADIATION RESIS-

TANCE OF A STRAIGHT VERTICAL UNLOADED
ANTENNA RADIATING AT ONE OF ITS

HARMONICS* (S. A. LEVIN AND C. J. YOUNG)

0. C. Roos: Two names stand out in the early work on
antenna radiation at shorter than fundamental wave-
lengths : John Stone Stone of Boston, and F. Hack, a Ger-
man. Since neither of these early investigators was men-
tioned in the paper of Messrs. Levin and Young in Vol. 14,

No. 5, of the Proc. of the I. R. E., the present memorandum
is undertaken as a contribution to the history of the early
aspects of the subject.

Stone was the first investigator to study the radiations
of a simple ungrounded antenna, taking into account the
image of this antenna. In doing this he introduced the then
comparatively new operational method of handling differ-
ential equations, discovered by Oliver Heaviside, from whom
he received a grateful letter of thanks.

I had the privilege of reducing the latter part of this
work to a form suitable for engineering use and in particu-
lar the differential equations for a receiving antenna, first
given out at St. Louis in 1904. Their solution in 1907 by
myself showed the possibility of the receiver vertical, vi-
brating at harmonics which were even multiples of 1, 3, 5,
etc. As was shown in 1902 by Stone, a transmitter could not
vibrate at any even multiple of its fundamental frequency.

The problem of radiation was considered by Stone to be
that due to a double sheet of oscillating current elements of
different length. One sheet was below the ground and was
the image of the other. This was the first treatment of an
oscillating Hertz "image" and was made public in the Elec-
trical Review of October 15, 1904 and applied publicly on
July 4, 1908 in a "Review" paper on "The Resistance Equi-
valent of Radiation."
Received by the Editor November 2, 1926
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In this paper the field at a distance of 200 or more wave-
elngths, was obtained as is shown in Fig. 1.

In Fig. 1-A we have a Marconi wire a -t as a simple
radiator driven at the base by a radio frequency alternator
with one lead grounded. The frequency is 3/2 of the fun-
damental, hence a quarter wave is 2/3 the antenna height
or c -t.

If the current BA the base is called unity and is pro-
portional to the horizontal a -b, then the maximum current
at CD is proportional to cosecant 2/3 of 90 degrees or csc

A

ti

Figure 1

C

60 degrees. It is 1.16 approximately or 16% greater than
the current at the base of the antenna.

In Fig. 1-B both the Marconi wire and its image a -ti are
shown with their identical current distributions-both posi-
tive or adding their effects in producing radiation. How-
ever, at a great distance from "a" these effects are assumed
quite practically, to be equal.

The field strength at a distant point is nearly doubled by
the image and hence the mathematical determination of this
field can be carried on by considering the current solely
in the real Marconi wire and not in its image also.

By taking the energy flow at any point above ground,
we quadruple it to get the total energy flow due to the Mar-
coni wire and its image, since doubling the field quadruples
the energy but the assumed perfectly reflecting and there-
fore isolating earth surface, halves this amount. This treat-
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ment of course, fails, close to the antenna, between say 1/4
wavelength and 10 wavelengths, but these distances are of
no importance.

Stone and myself treated the Marconi wire as an un-
limited number of Hertz "doublets" each carrying the same
infinitesimal current element "di" but each one having a
length proportional to the ordinate of the current curve
4 -d -t at any point along a-4 in Fig. 1-C. This figure is shown
for simplicity with 6 current elements, each having a value

Figure 2

of 1/4 of the unit current a-4 at the base of the Marconi
wire.

The "length" of these currents as compared to the Mar-
coni wire length a -t is given by the average of a -t and 1-1,
11-22, 22-33, 33-44, 44-55, 55 and the average of 55 with
zero. Integrating an infinite number of these "current
doublets" we had an oscillating "current sheet", composed
of an infinite of oscillating undamped current elements of
length from 0 to the full height of the Marconi wire.

By dividing the field produced at a distant point as a re-
sult of the action of all these "elementary" oscillators by the
unit current we got the average field strength produced by
a single Hertz doublet with unity current and height equal
to that of the Marconi wire. This is the concept known as
the "effective height" of an antenna.

Where Stone differed from recent mathematicians in
treating these higher frequencies, is in the fact that he did
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not contemplate current excitation at a loop of current or
voltage excitation at a loon of potential by external means.
All transmitter excitation was calculated on the basis of
forced continuous wave voltage at the antenna base.

In embodying his work in 1905 and 1906 on practical
receivers, I discovered that on the above basis of operation
a transmitting antenna had infinite resistance as well as
infinite reactance at even multiples of the fundamental fre-
quency, since the current maximum was theoretically

s.
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without limit relative to the antenna current at the base
at such frequencies-if increased voltage was available to
keep the base current constant. This made antenna resis-
tance a periodic function, under the conditions above given.

When the frequency is an odd multiple of the fundamen-
tal value, the resistance equivalent of radiation becomes a
simple odd multiple of that at the fundamental, e. g. 40-120-
200 etc. ohms approximately, not allowing for azimuthal
effects, as these were of no interest then. We had not then
learned to "carom" on the electron cushion of the radio
vault in order to play "celestial billiards"-in skipping
oceans and lesser obstructions.

HACK'S WORK

Coming now to the upper multiple frequencies of the
Marconi wire, such as the 5th etc. we find interesting fac-
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tors bearing on Messrs. Levin and Young's paper. Refer-
ence may be had to F. Hack, Am. Phys. Band 14, p. 539,
1904 and Band 18, p. 634, 1905, for details of Hack's work.

What Hack showed was that in a Marconi antenna, as
shown in Fig. 2-vibrating at its quintuple "free" or un-
loaded frequency-we have 2 complete sets of "free" waves
from the segments t-3 and 3-1 respectively and a half of
sliding wave from the segment a-1. From the properties of
the electromagnetic field these "contacting" waves mutually
repel each other and the top ones are forced further up-
wards on their way outward.

What is interesting to consider is this : Since these par-
tial but self-sustaining harmonic radiations do not merge
into each other, their energy equivalents should be ex-
pressed at the antenna base by a system of purely additive
scalar resistances. In other words, if the resistance equi-
valent of the segment 1-a which is at its fundamental or
"free" frequency-is about 40 ohms, then both segments
1-3 and 3-4 add 80 ohms respectively to the radiation resis-
tance, making a total of about 200 ohms at a distant point
near the equatorial or earth plane.

This seems to sustain my point of view in the July 4,
1908 Radio Review article that with constant current at
the base the resistance equivalent of radiation varies with
frequency approximately as the ordinates of Fig. 3.

It may be possible to bring to light these old records with
Mr. Stone's permission. These results with Prof. Howes'
recent work along the same general lines as Messrs. Levin
and Young have so painstakingly worked out may well clear
up any discrepancies which appear in tests of these theories.





DIGESTS OF UNITED STATES PATENTS RELATING
TO RADIO TELEGRAPHY AND TELPHONY

Issued Jan. 4, 1927 -Feb. 8, 1927
By

JOHN B. BRADY
Patent Lawyer, Ouray Building. Washington, D. C.)

1,612,835 -INTERMEDIATE ELECTRODE IN INCANDESC'ENT CATHODE
TUBE -WALTER SCHOTTKY, Wurzburg, Germany. Filed Aug. 30,
1921, issued Jan. 4, 1927. Assigned to Siemens & Ha'Ate Aktiengesell-
schaft.

1,612.902-RADIOCONDENSER-C. V. BATES, Chicago, Ill. Filed April 16,
1925, issued Jan. 4, 1927. Assigned to Cinch Mfg. Corp.

1,612,952 -RADIO RECEIVING APPARATUS -G. H. STEVENSON. New
York, N. Y. Filed Aug. 24, 1921, issued Jan. 4, 1927. Assigned to Western
Electric Co., Inc.

1,613,032 -VARIABLE CONDENSER -C. F. GOUDY, Flushing, N. Y. Filed
Oct. 30, 1924, issued Jan. 4, 1927. Assigned to Pacent Electric Co., Inc.

1,613,088 -CONDENSER CONTROL FOR RADIOS -W. G. DUNN, Clarinda,
Ia. Filed March 3, 1926, issued Jan.. 4, 1927.

1,613.333 -LOOP AERIAL -J. MeW. STONE, Chicago, Ill. Filed Oct. 31. 1923.
issued Jan. 4, 1927. Assigned to Operadio Corp.

1,613.503 -ELECTRON TUBE -W. DAUMANN, Hamburg. Germany. Filed
Jan. 16, 1923, issued Jan. 4. 1927. Assigned to C. H. F. Muller.

1,613,607 -COMPENSATING NETWORK FOR CARRIER TRANSMISSION
CIRCUITS -H. FLETCHER, New York, N. Y. Filed Sept. 29, 1924.
issued Jan. 11, 1927. Assigned to Western Electric Co.

1,613,791 -ELECTRON TUBE CONSTRUCTION -M. B. FORRESTER, Phila-
delphia, Pa. Filed Apr. 11, 1925, issued Jan. 11, 1927. Assigned to J. S.
Timmons, Inc.

1.613,612 -ELECTRON DISCHARGE DEVICE -ROBERT W. KING. New
York City. Filed August 14, 1919, issued Jan. 11, 1927. Assigned to
Western Electric Co.

1,613.626 -SPACE DISCHARGE SYSTEM -J. J. VAN DER BIJL. New York
City. Filed Oct. 30, 1918, issued Jan. 11, 1927. Assigned to Western
Electric Co.

1,613.630 -VACUUM TUBE -P. M. WATROUS, Jersey City. N. J. Filed Nov.
25, 1919, issued Jan. 11, 1927. Assigned to Western Electric Co.

1,613.709 -ELECTRIC SPARK GAP -C. L. A. M. LEBLANC, Paris, France.
Filed Apr. 18, 1923, issued Jan. 11, 1927. Assigned to Societe Anonyme
Pour LExploitation Des Procedes Maurice LeBlanc -Vickers.

1,613,733 -RADIO SIGNAL CIRCUITS -A. H. TAYLOR. Washington. D. C.
Filed Jan. 7, 1925, issued Jan. 11, 1927. Assigned to Wired Radio, Inc.

1.614.113 -ELECTRIC CONDENSER -P. R. FORTIN, Schenectady, N. Y.
Filed May 13. 1925, issued Jan. 11, 1927. Assigned to General Electric Co.

1,614.154 -ELECTRON DISCHARGE APPARATUS -O. W. PIKE, Schenec-
tady, N. Y. Filed Mar. 2, 1925, issued Jan. 11, 1927. Assigned to General
Electric Co.

1,614,428 -VARIABLE CONDENSER -F. O. HAR'I'MAN. Mansfield, O. Filed
Nov. 5, 1925, issued Jan. 11, 1927. Assigned to Hartman Electrical
Mfg. Co.
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1,614,458 -RADIO RECEIVING SYSTEM -O. E. CURTIS, Pittsford, N. Y.

Filed May 3. 1923, issued Jan. 18, 1927.
1.614,459 -ELECTRICAL CONDENSER -W. T. DITCHAM, Colchester, Eng-

land. Filed Apr. 19, 1923, issued Jan. 18, 1927. Assigned to Radio Corp.
of America.

1,614,462-THERMIONIC DEVICE -H. M. DOWSETT, Colchester, England.
Filed Nov. 12, 1920, issued Jan. 18, 1927. Assigned to Radio Corp. of
America.

1,614,484 -COLLAPSIBLE LOOP AERIAL -M. MATHIESEN, Chicago. Ill.
Filed Aug. 1. 1925, issued Jan. 18, 1927. Assigned to Mathiesen Sand-
berg Co.

1,614,494 -CIRCUIT ARRANGEMENT FOR GENERATING OSCILLATIONS
-H. RUKOP, Berlin, Germany. Filed Dec. 27, 1922, issued Jan. 18, 1927.
Assigned to Gesellschaft fur Drahtlose Telegraphie.

1,614,671 -AUTOMATIC ANTENNA SYSTEM -J. H. HAMMOND, JR., Glou-
cester. Mass. Original filed July 9, 1920; Division tiled Dec. 2, 1922, issued
Jan. 18, 1927.

1,614,762 -HIGH POTENTIAL ELECTRICAL APPARA'T'US -J. A. PROC-
TOR, Lexington, Mass. Filed Dec. 12, 1923, issued Jan. 18, 1927.
Assigned to Wireless Specialty Apparatus Co.

1,614.902 -VARIABLE CONDENSER -J. SCHOLTZ & G. W. SUNDAY,
Philadelphia, Pa. Filed Feb. 13, 1925, issued Jan. 18, 1927.

1,614,990-RADIOSIGNALING ANTENNA SYSTEM -P. 0. PEDERSEN,
Fredericksberg, Germany. Filed July 21, 1921, issued Jan. 18. 1927.

1,615,093 -HIGH VACUUM SPACE DISCHARGE DEVICE AND GAS ACCU-
MULATOR THEREFOR -F. S. McCULLOUGH, Wilkinsburg, Pa. Filed
Sept. 17, 1923, issued Jan. 18, 1927.

1,615,224 -CHOKE COIL AMPLIFICATION UNIT -EDWARD E. HILLER,
Bloomfield, N. J. Filed Apr. 30, 1926, issued Jan. 25, 1927.

1,615,468-ANTIMICROPHONIC SHIELD FOR ELECTRON TUBES -LES-
LIE R. McDONALD, Montreal, Quebec, Canada. Filed July 6, 1926,
issued Jan. 25, 1927.

1,615,645 -COMBINED RADIO SENDING AND RECEIVING SYSTEM -
ALEXANDER NYMAN, Wilkinsburg, Pa. Filed July 15. 1920, issued
Jan. 25, 1927. Assignee Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.

1,615,808 -VACUUM TUBE CIRCUITS-MARIUS LATOUR, Paris, France.
Filed Aug. 19, 1921, issued Jan. 25, 1927. Assignee Latour Corporation.

1,615,654 -VACUUM TUBE STRUCTURE AND METHOD OF ASSEMBLING
THE SAME -M. H. RYDER. of Wilkinsburg, Pa. Filed Nov. 7, 1922,
issued Jan. 25, 1927. Assigned to Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.

1,615,660 -VACUUM TUBE OSCILLATOR -J. SLEPIAN, Swissvale, Pa.
Filed Feb. 26, 1921, issued Jan. 25, 1927. Assigned to Westinghouse
Electric & Mfg. CO.

1,615.712 -SYSTEM OF NAVIGATION AND PLANT FOR CARRYING IT
OUT -W. A. LOTH, Paris, France. Filed Feb. 27. 1925, issued Jan. 25,
1927. Assigned to Societe Industrielle des Procedes W. A. Loth.

1,615,755 -LOOP ANTENNA -F. GRAUB, Washington. D. C. Filed Nov. 11,
1925, issued Jan 25, 1927. Assigned to George T. Kemp.

1,615,896 -HIGH FREQUENCY SIGNALING SYSTEM -H. A. AFFEL,
Brooklyn. N. Y. Filed Dec. 15. 1922, issued Feb. 1, 1927. Assigned to
American Telephone and Telegraph Company.

1,615,913 -RADIO DIRECTION FINDING SYSTEM -H. S. OSBORNE, Mont-
clair, N. J. Filed Dec. 6, 1920. issued Feb. 1, 1927. Assigned to Ameri-
can Telephone & Telegraph Company.

1,615,958 -ELECTRON DISCHARGE DEVICE -P. SCHWERIN, New York,
N. Y. Filed Dec. 15, 1923, issued Feb. 1, 1927. Assigned to Western Elec-
tric Co.

1,616,010 -DESTRUCTION 01" THE ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY OF
FILMS -C. T. ULREY, East Orange, N. J. Filed Jan. 3, 1923, issued
Feb. 1, 1927. Assigned to Westinghouse Lamp Co.

1,616,093 -VARIABLE CONDENSER FOR RADIOCIRCUITS-F. W. STEIN,
Atchison, Kan. Filed May 2, 1924, issued Feb. 1, 1927.
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1,616,176-VIBRATION ABSORBER FOR RADIO TUBES-H. A. BREMER,
Chicago, Ill. Filed Nov. 7, 1925, issued Feb. 1, 1927.

1.616,214-VACUUM TUBE-J. L. BROWN, Long Beach. Cal. Filed May 5,
1922, Issued Feb. 1, 1927.

1.616.139-ELECTRON DISCHARGE DEVICE-V. L. RONCI, Brooklyn. N. Y.
Filed Feb. 21, 1925, issued Feb. 1. 1927. Assigned to Western Electric Co.

1,616,184-ELECTRON DISCHARGE DEVICE-T. R. GRIFFITH, Dover, N.
J. Filed Oct. 29, 1923, issued Feb. 1, 1927. Assigned to Western Elec-
tric Co.

1,616,622-OSCILLATION GENERATOR WITH AUTOMATIC FREQUENCY
CONTROL-J. W. HORTON, Bloomfield. N. J. Filed May 21. 1923, issued
Feb. 8, 1927. Assigned to Western Electric Co.

1,616.892-DUPLEX RADIO SYSTEM-L. ESPENSCHIED and DE LOSS K.
MARTIN, of Hollis, N. Y., and Orange. N. J. respectively. Filed Aug. 18.
1922, issued Feb. 8. 1927. Assigned to American Telephone & Tele-
graph Co.

1,616.914-ELECTRON DISCHARGE DEVICE-A. MAVROGENOS, Milwau-
kee, Wis. Filed Jan. 15, 1926, issued Feb. 8. 1927.

1,616,923-INTERFERENCE REDUCING MEANS FOR RADIO RECEIVING
APPARATUS-R. H. RANGER. Brooklyn, N. Y. Filed Dec. 28, 1922.
issued Feb. 8, 1927. Assigned to Radio Corp. of America.

1,617,023-AERIAL-J. E. MONTELIUS, Los Angeles, Cal. Filed Dec. 27,
1924, issued Feb. 8, 1927.

1.617.171-METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR THE RECTIFICATION OF
ALTERNATING CURRENTS-C. G. SMITH, of Medford. Mass. Filed
Oct. 8, 1920, issued Feb. 8, 1927. Assigned to Raytheon Mfg. Co.

1,617,172-PRODUCTION OF ELECTRICAL VARIATIONS-C. G. SMITH,
of Medford, Mass. Filed Oct. 8, 1920, issued Feb. 8, 1927. Assigned to
Raytheon Mfg. Co.

1,617.173-PRODUCTION OF ELECTRICAL ENERGY VARIATIONS-C. G.
SMITH, of Medford, Mass. Filed Oct. 20, 1920, issued Feb. 8, 1927.
Assigned to Raytheon Mfg. Co.

1.617.174-ELECTRICAL APPARATUS AND METHOD-C. G. SMITH, of
Medford. Mass. Filed Apr. 25, 1921, issued Feb. 8, 1927. Assigned to
Raytheon Mfg. Co.

1,617.175-ELECTRICAL APPARATUS-C. G. SMITH. of Medford. Mass.
Filed Apr. 25, 1921, issued Feb. 8, 1927. Assigned to Raytheon Mfg. Co.

1.617.176-ELECTRICAL APPARATUS-C. G. SMITH, of Medford. Mass.
Filed May 3, 1921, issued Feb. 8, 1927. Assigned to Raytheon Mfg. Co.

1,617,177-PRODUCTION OF ELECTRICAL VARIATIONS-C. G. SMITH,
of Medford. Mates. Filed May 3, 1921, issued Feb. 8, 1927. Assigned to
Raytheon Mfg. Co.

1,617,178-ELECTRICAL APPARATUS-V. BUSH, of Chelsea. Mass. Filed
Oct. 27, 1921, issued Feb. 8, 1927. Assigned to Raytheon Mfg. Co.

1.617.179-ELECTRICAL APPARATUS-C. G. SMITH. of Medford, Mass.
Filed Dec. 31, 1921, issued Feb. 8, 1927. Assigned to Raytheon Mfg. Co.

1,617.180-ELECTRICAL APPARATUS-C. G. SMITH, of Medford. Mass.
Filed Jan. 3. 1921, issued Feb. 8, 1927. Assigned to Raytheon Mfg. Co.

1,617,181-ELECTRICAL APPARATUS-V. BUSH. of Medford. Mass. Filed
Apr. 7. 1922, issued Feb. 8, 1927. Assigned to Raytheon Mfg. Co.

1.617.236-PORTABLE RADIO RECEIVING SET-H. CSANYI, of New York.
Filed Dec. 7, 1922, issued Feb. 8. 1927.

1.617.240-METHOD VOR RADIO DIRECTIVE SIGNALING-R. A. FESS-
ENDEN. of Chestnut Hill, Mass. Filed Jan. 24, 1922, issued Feb. 8, 1927.

1.617.242-RADIO TRANSMISSION AND RECEPTION-R. A. FESSEN-
DEN, of Chestnut Hill, Mass. Filed Oct. 13, 1924, hated Feb. 8, 1927.

1,616.832-CONDENSER-R. C. SPRAGUE, of Quincy, Mass. Filed Sept. 18,
1925, issued Feb. 8. 1927.
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GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION OF MEMBERS
ELECTED APRIL 6, 1927

Transferred to Member Grade

New Jersey, Boonton, Radio Frequency Labs. Hull, Lewis M.
New York, Hollis, 20106 -100th Ave. Anderson, P. A.
Ohio, E. Cleveland, 1270 East 141st St., Van Cleve, R. S.

Elected to Member Grade
Massachusetts, Cambridge, c -o Raytheon, Kendall Sq.Pennybacker, Miles

Bldg.
New York, New York, 41 Broad St., Buttner, Harold

New York, USS Florida, c -o Post -Goggins, Lt. W. B.
masterNew York 181 Sullivan St.,Harkness, Kenneth

Ohio, Cleveland, 14801 Woodworth Road Aikenhead, Stewart
Cleveland, 345 The Arcade, Browne, T. C.
Cleveland, 1266 E. 145th St Mcllvaine, 0. T.
Cleveland, Willard Storage Batt'y Co ,Oetting, 0. W. A.
Cleveland, Willard Storage Batt'y Co , Wells, L. E.

England, London, S. E., 18, 22 Brewer St.. Griffiths, W. H.

Associates Elected
Arkansas, Little Rock, 316 Louisiana St. Heim, Rupert A.
California, Altadena, 2707 Morslay Road, Bradshaw, Rob't. C.

Catalina Island, Mott, Lawrence
Los Angeles, 150 Glendale Blvd., Edgcomb, A. J.
Los Angeles, 407 Pico St., Marshall, Cloyd
San Francisco, 1565 Jackson St., Cunningham. Lodge
San Francisco, USS Pennsylvania. Fraser, Graham
San Francisco, 38 Belvedere St., Hewlett. P. B.
San Francisco, 1824 Buchanan St., Nikonenko, Paul
Tudor, Brander, Wm. A.
Ventura, 733 Main St., Snow, Louis A.

Colorado. Denver, 1736 Washington St., Griffiths, Chas. B.
2onnecticut, Springdale, P. 0. Box 5, Smith, Bert E.
Florida, Jacksonville, Mun. B -C Stn., Adams, Geo. G.

So. Jacksonville, Route 1, Box 103, -Grange, Gifford
:leorgia, Atlanta, c -o Postal Tel. -Cable Co., Thornton, Henry. 1'.
Ilinois. Chicago. 7428 Phillips Ave., Bond, Hunter

Chicago, 540 Oakdale Ave., Brack, G. Sterling
Chicago, 4061 Archer Ave., Bukowski, John J.
Chicago, 5234 Dorchester. Golten, J. N.
Chicago, 7850 So. Shore Drive Kahn. Lamos
Chicago, 6042 Harper Ave., Piety. Raymond G.
Chicago, 3942 Eddy St.. Stewart, Arthur C.
Chicago, 9323 Rhodes Ave.. Tulauskas. L.
Danville. 6 So. Gilbert St., Fairhall, Joseph, Jr.
River Forest, 488 Ashland Ave., Heald, Merwyn
St. Charles. 112 Fourth Ave Andres. Paul G

Indiana, Anderson, 504 W. 8th St., Perkins. L. M.
Richmond. 421 So. 15th St.. Turner. W. E.
Valparaiso, 361 So. Locust St., Johnson. J. L.
Valparaiso. 451 Greenwich St., Lewis. Chester, Jr.

Iowa, Iowa City, 506 So. Governor St., Secrest, Chas. M.
Louisiana. New Orleans. 2525 O'Reilly St., Bastian. Louis
Massachusetts, Bradford, 4 Hawthorne St., Knowlton. R. G.

Brockton. 44 Bates Road. Bean, Newton W.
Cambridge. 1 Westacoot Court, Hood. Ernest R.
Hingham, Box 414 Davidson, Martin
Salem, 60 Boston St.. Bolan. Rob't. S.

Michigan, Detroit, 1122 Coplin Ave., Alston. V. C.
Detroit. 5242 Lincoln Ave., Gade, Harold P.
Detroit. 1507 Cass Ave., Swartz. Arthur It.
Jackson, 424 Steward Ave., Pachplke; Fred
Mt. Clemens. R. F. D. No. 8, Osborne, Rob't. I..
Osseo, R. F. D. No. 1, Lapham. Olin J.

Minnesota, Minneapolis. 13 So. 9th St., qtevens. Carl T.
Missouri, Kansas City. 3615 Genessee St., Davis. Dudley 3.

St. Louis. 401 N. Newstead Ave., Nugent, Thos.
Nebraska, flay Center Johnson, J. L.

Omaha, 1410 N. 33rd St. Henry, Gordon I.
New Jersey, Bridgeton. 230 E. Commerce St.. Elmer. Rob't. W.

East Orange. 12 Brighton Ave., Rudebock, E. L.
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Glen Rock, 102 Glen Ave., Bailey, Ralph G.Hoboken. Stevens Inst. Tech., Roter, Herbert C.
Jersey City, 89 Mercer St., Hartman, Herbert
Newark, 91 Washington Ave., Ray, John N.New York, Brooklyn, 4604 Avenue M., Duryea, Earlek
Brooklyn. 148 -83rd St., Fiala, Anthony
Brooklyn, 321 Court St., Goodwin, Rob't. F.Brooklyn, 499 E. 18th St., Hewlett. Oscar H.
Brooklyn, 1761 -68th St., Moskowitz. MorrisBrooklyn, 349 Stockholm St., Smith, Chas. F'.Brooklyn, 2518 Ocean Ave., Toole, John L.
Brooklyn, 1028 -44th St., West, Clarence H.Flushing, 183 Union St., Crombie, Kenneth F.New York. 117 E. 19th St., Bailey, Arnold B.New York, 48 D. 107th St., Beltrani, A.New York. 11 Essex St., Chernow. MorrisNew York, 328 E. 180th St., Geloso. JohnNew lock, 3030 Heath Ave., Hedges, Ellsworth J.New York Bel. Tel. Labs., 463 West St Nordahl John G.
New York, 111 East 42nd St., Tannen, Sydney S.New York. 50 West Tremont Ave., - Wellman, Wm. R.
Richmond Hill, 9528 -103rd St., Bruno, SalSea Gate. 3715 Atlantic Ave.. Hemberger, E. F. Jr.Schenectady, 13 Ninth St., Dome. Robert B.Schenectady, 8 Grosvenor Square, .. Douthit, M. L.
Syracuse, 308 James St., Topp, Rob't. J.Ohio, Cleveland, 463 E. 123rd St., Atwater, W. R.
Cleveland. 2134 Lee Road, Baler, Arthur H.Cleveland, 2134 Lee Road. Baler, Henry J.
Cleveland, 2831 Prospect Ave., Ellsworth, Perry F.Cleveland. 10524 Kimnerley Ave., Gilbert. ArthurCleveland, 8926 Euclid Ave., Haddon. Edwin R.Cleveland, 1944 E. 66th St., Harrington, J. G.Cleveland, 2187 Cummington Road. -Hills, Humphrey
Cleveland. 2200 Prospect Ave., Hunt. Louis W.
Cleveland, 1760 E. 19th St., Jackson, RobertCleveland, 2203 Lee Road, Kaestle, Albert C.Cleveland, 1431 Addison Road, King, H. M.Cleveland. 2560 E. 130th St., Kintner, Dean S.Cleveland, 1430 W. 9th St., Lavo, John H.Cleveland. 1340 Ansel Road, Logan. Frank T.Cleveland, East 131st St., Lundeen, D. F.Cleveland, 1581 Elderwood Ave Lyman, Lawrence L.
Cleveland, 2979 Hampshire Road Maclaren. Wallace
Cleveland. 9207 Birchdale Ave. Maddy, Walter E.
Cleveland. 2051 Abington Road. Manley. Edward
Cleveland, 829 E. 88th St., Morris, C. R.
Cleveland. 246 East 131st St., Obenchain, F. P.
Cleveland, 1911 Forestdale Ave., O'Neill. T. G.
Cleveland, 1468 East 111th St.. Peoples. A. G.
Cleveland, 2-26 Union Trust Bldg.. - Plaisted, Ross J.
Cleveland, 14006 Clifton Blvd., Scott, Ernest P.
Cleveland. 1447 W. 77th St., Shuster, Paul L.
Cleveland. 115 Ansel Road, Travers, BenJ.
Cleveland. 2520 Derbyshire Road. Victoreen, Chas. J.
Cleveland, 3041 Fairfax Road. Victoreen, E.
Cleveland. 1808 E. 82nd St.. Waite, Howard G.
elev. Heights. 2096 Surry Road. Wall, John. Jr.
Cleveland. 1599 St. Clair Ave.. Wolbarst. Herman
East Cleveland, 14805 Ardenall Ave., Shipman. Chas. H
East Cleveland. 1880 Wymore Ave., Siddall. Richard
Lancaster, Ddison Elec. Co., Stauffer, .5. Luke
Lewisburg, Box 322 Bucknell Univ., -Tingley. Freeman T.
Pittsburgh. 969 Washington Blvd., Lightfoot. Thos. C.Prompton Stephens. W. H.
Punxsutawney, 206 Greenwood Ave.,. Bowser, Jacob W.
Turtle Creek. 409 Albert St.. Ralston. Ben C.
Woonsocket. R. D. No 2, Teachman. Alfred E.
Anderson, P. O. Box 415, Mitchell. John A.
Nashville, Station WSM Montgomery, L. H. Jr.
Dallas. 4521 Bryan St.. McGalin, A. G.
Dallas. 522 Cumberland St., Robinson, Harrold J.
College Place Kreiehmar. G. C.
Richmond Highlands Walker, Rob't M.
Wheeling, 89 Indiana St.. Pence, S. E.
Madison, 1326 Morrison St.. Holman. Henry
Milwaukee, 1305 Wisconsin Ave., Lighty. Russell D.
Milwaukee. 175 Farwell Ave.. Thomas, Morris W.

Pennsylvania,

Rhode Island,
South Carolina,
Tennessee,
Texas.

Washington,

West Virginia.
Wisconsin,

Australia,
Canada,

Associates Outside the U. S.
Victoria, 511 Havelock St., McCullough, G. 11.
Montreal, 11 St. Sacrament St., Rogers. H. A.
Ontario. Hydro, Ferguson. A. F.
Ontario, Napanee. Caton. Wm. A.
Toronto, 44 Wheeler Ave., Heywood. J. L.
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Toronto, 476 Markham St., McMillan. D. B.
Toronto, 12 Badgerow Ave., Whitmore. W. R.
Toronto, 21 McKenzie Crescent, Wilson, Clinton
Winnipeg, 100 Lenore St., Mills. G. H.

Canal Zone, Corozal, 10th Sig. Co., Blake, Garland C.
China, Shanghai, 12 Nanking Road. Hsu, Philip H.
England, Birkenhead, 138 Bedford Road, Miller, Wm. H.

London, 34 Deans Road, Dyer, H. John
London. 19 Lena Gardens. Lemon, Cecil G.
London, 185 So. Croxted Road, Wood, Roy C.
Southampton, "Tregarthen," Rowland, Edgar S.
Wimbledown, 23 Park Road, Williams. Eric

Irish Free State,Dublin, 131 Emmet Road, Farrell H. J.
New Zealand, Dunedin, Box 261, Cunningham, John
Ter. Hawaii, Honolulu, P. 0. Box 3054, Schaeffer, Carl T.

Juniors Elected
Colorado. Denver, 611 Marion St., Lasky, Philip G.
Wisconsin, Madison, 1326 Morrison St., Holman. Henry
Canada, Toronto, 15 Lennox Ave.. Hird, A. R.





You can avoid
delivery disap-
pointments by
buying

MODERN
1Transformers and

"B" Eliminators
How will your suppliers meet the test when the
"rush" comes? Delayed deliveries and rejections are
costly and then it is too late to change your source.

Manufacturers using MODERN Transformers and
"B" Eliminators rest secure in their choice, and for
two reasons: First, contracts are only taken in strict
accordance with the ability of the factory to make
deliveries. Second, MODERN production is person-
ally supervised by experienced engineers who, as
principals of the company, maintain a uniformity of
product that guarantees against lowered standards
during the rush season.

The

Modern
Electric

Mfg. Co.
Toledo, Ohio

It will be of mutual benefit to mention Proceedings in writing to advertisers
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Always specify
"ESCO" Maximum miles per watt
Power supplies for transmission.

"ESCO" has developed a line of over 100 standard 2.bear-
ing Motor -generators for plate or filament. These include
D.C., A.C., single phase and polyphase motors.

"ESCO" two and three unit sets have become the accepted
standards for transmission. The "ESCO" line consists of
over 200 combinations. These are covered by Bulletin 237C.

Our engineers are always willing to  cooperate in the de-
velopment of special sets.
"ESCO" is the pioneer in designing, developing and producing Genera-

tors, Motor -Generators, Dynamotors and Rotary Converters for all
Radio purposes.

HOW CAN "ESCO" SERVE YOU?

ELECTRIC SPECIALTY COMPANY

TRADE " ESCO " MARK

300 South Street Stamford, Conn.
It will be of mutual benefit to mention Proceedings in writing to advertisers
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4 ma i:es
the thing/

From
Microphone

to Loud Speaker
No radio unit is any better than its
coil, for the coil is the vital part of all
radio apparatus.
Coils in the microphone and all the
way down the line to the loud speaker
determine the volume, the selectivity,
the distance, and, most important of
all, the tone qualities. Coils cannot be
too well made-the wire in them can-
not be too good-the insulation can-
not be too perfect.
The best radio apparatus in the
world, made by the most successful
radio manufacturers, is equipped
with Dudlo layer wound coils. These
manufacturers know from experience
that it is unprofitable to attempt to
wind their own coils and unwise to
experiment on doubtful sources of
supply for parts so highly specialized
and so important as their coils.
By standardizing on Dudlo wire and
coils, you can avoid all worry as far
as these units are concerned.

Radio
' if ij fi-

j 0 Airiol
......... ,..,

,

Dudlo coils are wound to
manufacturers' specifications.
The Dudlo Engineering Lab-
oratories are at the service of
any radio manufacturer to
assist in designing the proper
coil for certain purposes-
samples submitted without
obligation.

DUDLO MANUFACTURING CORPORATION FORT WAYNE, IND.
56 Earl Street, Newark, N..1. 160 North La Salle St.. Chicago, Ill.
274 Brannan St., San Francisco, Calif. 1153 Bingham Ave., St. Louis. Mo.

It will be of mutual benefit to mention Proceedings in writing to advertisers
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PERMANENCE
( The Quality of Durability and Fixity )

One of the most important requirements in
insulating materials for radio work is the per-
manency of the insulating properties.

PYREX* insulators have constant electrical
and physical characteristics because they are pro-
ducts of a melting process, and therefore homo-
geneous throughout their structure.

The super -smooth surface is part of the body
and not a "glaze," and it cannot craze or check.
The surface does not hold dust, is not affected by
smoke or fumes, and washes clean in a rain storm.

PYREX* insulators are light in weight and
available in sizes for various power equipments.

PYREX* insulator products comprise:

Antenna, lead-in, stand-off and bus -bar in-
sulators, moulded shapes for inductances, bush-
ings, rods and cylinders.

A booklet detailing the chemical, physical and
electrical characteristics of PYREX* Glass Pro-
ducts and describing some of the unique industrial
applications of the materials sold under the
PYREX trade mark is now available. Write for a
copy.

Corning Glass Works
Industrial Div. Dept. S
Corning, New York

*T. M. Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.

It will be of mutual benefit to mention Proceedings in writing to advertisers
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PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERING DIRECTORY
For Consultants in Radio and Allied Engineering Fields

The J. G. White
Engineering Corporation
Engineers-Constructors

Builders of New York Radio Cenlral
Industrial, Steam Power and
Gas Plants, Steam and Elec-
tric Railroads, Transmission

Systems.
43 Exchange Place New York

Electrical Testing
Laboratories

Electrical, Photometrical,
Chemical and Mechanical

Laboratories

RADIO DEPARTMENT
80th St., and East End Ave.,

New York, N. Y.

John Minton I. G. Maloff
JOHN MINTON, Ph. D.

CONSULTING ENGINEER
for

Developing - Designing -
Manufacturing

of
Radio Receivers, Amplifiers,
Transformers, Rectifier's, Sound
Recording and Reproducing ap-
paratus.

Radio and Electro-Acoustical
Laboratory

8 CHURCH ST. WHITE PLAINS. N Y.

WILLIAM W. HARPER
Consulting Engineer

CHICAGO
Research and design problems
relative to improvements and
cost reductions - production
testing systems - develop-
ment special research equip-
ment - radio engineering

service
161 EAST ERIE STREET

Telephone Superior 7614

POSITION VACANT
RADIO RESEARCH ENGIN-
EER, with electrical engineering
or equivalent degree, who has
specialized in theoretical and ex-
perimental receiver circuit re-,
search. In reply, give references
to publications. education, ex-
perience and salary required.
Radio Corporation of America
70 Van Cortlandt Park, South,

Bronx, New York City
Attention of Mr. J. Weinberger.

Engineers
Your card on this page will

be seen by nearly 5000 read-
ers - technical men, execu-
tives and others with im-
portant radio interests. Rate:
Per year (12 issues) $90.00.

Q R V
RADIO SERVICE, Inc.

JOHN S. DUNHAM
J. F. B. MEACHAM

DEVOTED TO SERVICING
BROADCAST RECEIVERS

EXCLUSIVELY
1400 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

WISCONSIN 9780

J. E. JENKINS & S. E. ADAIR
ENGINEERS

Broadcasting Equipment
General Radio Telephone

Engineering

1500 N. DEARBORN PARKWAY
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

It will be of mutual benefit to mention Proceedings in writing to advertisers
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It kl)10 SUPREMACY

This Kolster Radio Com-
pass is an investment in
safety of life and property
at sea.

16 Years
of remarkable

radio
developments

Responsible
for

-the development of
the continuous wave arc
converter for use on
shipboard-
-the first successful
commercial point - to -
point radio telegraph
system in the world-
-the Kolster Radio
Compass, the use of
which permits the safe
navigation of vessels
during foggy or thick
weather.

Now (moth, i prom- .:itccess-

KOLSTER RADIO
Thousands of homes everywhere obtain the utmost

in radio enjoyment from Kolster Radio

FEDERAL - BRANDES, INC.
200 Mt. Pleasant Ave..

NEWARK. N. J.

It will be of mutual benefit to mention Proceedings in writing to advertisers



THREADED TUBING AND
PUNCHED PARTS

Threads are ground, not scratched, into Formica
tubing. This is the most workmanlike job of the kind
that is available today. Threads up to 100 to the inch.
Formica has a large battery of machines cn this work
and will increase the number rapidly as the volume
demands. You can get prompt service.
Formica sub panels and punched parts with terminals
marked oy the Veri Chrome printing process are
popular.
Send your blue prints for prices.

The Formica Insulation Company
4646 Spring Grove Avenue Cincinnati. Ohio

Hear the FOR-
MICA Orchestra
Tuesday 9 to 10

over WLW
oRMICA
Made horn Anhydrous Bakelite Resins
SHEETS TUBES RODS

Formica has a
Complete Service
on Insulating Ma-
terial for Radio

Manufacturers
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TRADE MARK REG D U S PAT OFFICE

Tohe High Voltage Power Pack Type Condenser
This is a high -voltage con-

denser for use with the
216-B Rectifying Tube, sup-
plying 400 to 500 volts for
the plate of the UX-210
power tube. Designed pri-
marily for use with the
Amertran Power Pack, it is
equally applicable to a'l
similar B -current supplies
and power amplifiers.

Now made also in a block
containing condensers with
taps 2-4-4 Mfd. Price cf
this B -BLOCK Type 766-
$12.00.

AmERTRAN

ppWER

PACK

i000ros

CONDENSERS
-are made just as well as it is possible to make
them. They are made and sold to stand up in service
and do the work for which they are intended. Their
ratings are conservative :-for instance, the new
TINYTOBE Condenser in capacities of from .00007
to .02 will stand 1500 volts A. C. continuously, and
will stand 2200 volts A. C. for one minute. Yet has
been rated at only 500 volts D. C. operating voltage.

Write for Price List 0-5

Tobe Deutschmann Co.
Engineers and Manufacturers of

Technical Apparatus
CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS.
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New!
Power Rheostat

and Potentiometer

CENTRAL RADIO LABORATORIES

Announcement
New Centralab, wire -
wound, heat - proof,
fixed resistor. Will be

ready May first.

SMALL, compact yet with large overload fac-
tors, these new Centralab wire -wound con-

trols are designed especially for light socket
power equipment.

Built-in permanency. These new controls are
constructed of heat -proof materials. No fibre
to warp or to burn out. All parts riveted or
spot-welded together. High temperatures have
no effect on performance or materials. The
overload factor is limited only by the carrying
capacity of the wire used and the FUSION
POINT of the wire is the limiting temperature.

Laboratory test of 250 ohm sample showed dis-
sipation of 53 watts at 482 degrees F.

The space required for mounting is the same as
that for standard type-diameter 2 inches, depth
behind panel one inch. Single hole mounting.

Centralab Quality assures permanency and re-
liability. Prices are reasonable and are based
upon resistance and quantity desired. WRITE
FOR FULL PARTICULARS.

Central Radio Laboratories
16 KEEFE AVENUE MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN.
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THE SCOVILL BOOTH
at the

R.M.A. EXHIBITS
Stevens Hotel

Chicago
June 13.18

1927

Here an opportunity will be accorded
manufacturers of radio sets to learn
how they can profitably utilize Sco-
vill's comprehensive manufacturing
service. This interesting display cov-
ering the many Scovill-made radio
parts and articles will be well worth a
visit. Trained representatives will be
at hand to discuss your problems.

SCOVE LL: SERVICE:
Scovill is the name of a broad service to industry. It places acres
of factories, forests of machinery, hosts of skilled workmen, metal-
lurgists, modern laboratories and trained representatives at the dis-
posal of those who require parts or finished products of metal.
Why not see how Scovill can serve you? Call our nearest office.

THESE ARE SCOVILL PRODUCTS
Made to Order: Condensers-Variable and Vernier and parts for
same, Metal Stampings. Screw Machine Products, Switches, Deco-
rated Metal Radio Panels. Parts from Brass, Steel and Aluminum.
Carried in Stock: Butts and Hinges, Continuous Hinges, Machine
Screws. Brass Mill Products: Sheet, rod, wire, tubing.

SCOVILL MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Waterbury Connecticut

New York, Boston, Chicago. Providence, Philadelphia, Cleveland,
San Francisco, Los Angeles, Atlanta, Cincinnati

Stocks of Brass Mill Products at Waterbury, Providence, Chicago,
San Francisco, and Los Angeles,

Stocks of Cap Screws, Buttons and Fasteners at Waterbury and
Chicago.

Member, Copper and Brass Research Association
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CkRT ER
PARTA

Half Size
Midget Rheostat
41111esistance

1.2 to 75 ohms

in their sets.

Over sixty of the leading de-
signers have recognized the
leadership and high quality of
Carter Parts by specifying
them for use in their circuits.
To these designers must be
added the leading engineers of
the better set manufacturers
who also specify Carter Parts

Such wholesale endorsement of originality of
design and quality workmanship is a recom-
mendation of no small importance to those
interested in Radio.

Complete catalog mailed on
request.

In Canada:
CARTER RADIO CO., LTD.,

Toronto.

CARTER RADIO CO.
Chicago, Ill.

Offices in Principal Cities of the World

MEn GER

Half Size
Midget Rheostat

with
Filament Switch
1-2 to 75 ohms
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TO THE RADIO INDUSTRY
An announcement of interest

THE Ward Leonard Elec-
tric Company has built
nothing but resistance ap-

paratus for more than 35
years.

Today it offers the Vitrohm
Resistor as the solution to
your radio resistor problem.

Ward Leonard wants the
business of manufacturers
who are giving to the public
good apparatus that will work
and keep on working.

The Vitrohm Resistor is a
wire -wound, vitreous enam-
elled unit that will not alter
in value during service nor
disintegrate under constant
use and heavy loads.

Ward Leonard has made
this type of Vitrohm Unit for
more than 35 years, and as is
usually the case, skill and
methods have improved with
practice.

Ward Leonard maintains a
staff of trained engineers and
technicians with all of the re-
sources of well equipped lab-
oratories to aid them in their
work. For more than 35 years
they have endeavored to find
something "good enough" to

replace the vitreous enamelled
wire -wound Vitrohm Unit.
And after 35 years they are
still trying, but no equivalent
for Vitrohm has been found.

The Radio Industry has be-
come a large, though youthful,
factor in the Electrical Indus-
try. It is finding that this is
an industry which ever de-
mands the best. In the Elec-
trical Industry "best" in re-
sistors means Vitrohm.

To the radio manufacturer
who wants the best, to the
man who insists that every-
thing he buys be dependable
in quality and sure in produc-
tion, we say, "Come to our
plant. See us work. See our
facilities and learn why only
Ward Leonard can give you
the Vitrohm Resistor."

The prices of Vitrohm Re-
sistors for radio are not high.
While they cannot enter into
price competition with molded
"mud" or makeshift units,
they are cheaper on a dollar
basis than any other unit
which even approximates
their Performance. And they
are Vitrohm dependable Re-
sistors.

"RESISTOR SPECIALISTS FOR MORE THAN 35 YEARS"

Ward Leonar
Mount

ectnc Company
Vernon.
Newyork
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RESONANCE
In Double Impedance

Audio Amplifiers

RISING CHARACTERISTIC CURVE
AT LOW FREQUENCIES is necessary to-
offset the response curves of output circuits
including loudspeakers.

A curve flat from 150 to 10,000 cycles and
rising between 150 and 30 cycles. A sharp
cut-off below resonant peak prevents MO-
TORBOATING. Four times the POWER
OUTPUT proven by oscillagraphs of wave
shape.

AUDIO FREQUENCY REGENERA-
TION can now be used instead of avoided.
Sudden impulses of LOW FREQUENCIES
CONTROLLED by automatic adjustment of
phase angle.

We will gladly supply you with a list of
our licenses under patents 1589692, 1615224
and other patents pending. A limited num-
ber of additional licenses will be issued to es-
tablished manufacturers. Demonstrations
may be arranged by appointment.

Hiler Audio Corporation
10 Argyle Terrace Irvington, New Jersey
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A new
instrument
that is the

radio testing
authority

WESTON
Model

519

A Complete Trouble Shooter for Any Radio Set
Tests all battery and battery elim-

inator voltages.
Tests conditions of tubes.
Tests circuit continuity.
(No auxiliary batteries needed

other than in set.)

Providing for Every Servicing Need
For use with any set.
Has three voltage ranges 200, 80

and 8, and a 20 Milliampere range.
Resistance 1,000 ohms per volt.
Only 1 Milliampere for full scale

deflection.
Rotary range -changing switch.

WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CORPORATION
73 NN'eston Avenue, Newark, N. J.

STANDARD THE WORLD OVER

WESTON
<Pioneers since 1888
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Resistance coupled amplification

still has charms for the engineer-and right-
ly. A power tube such as the UX210 does
wonders with transformers, but imagine the
improvement with resistance coupling.

Resistance coupled amplifier for
high Mu tubes and power tube .$30.00

Resistance coupled amplifier for
201 -A's $20.00

Hi Mu Tubes (Mu 40) $ 2.25

We supply broadcasting stations with
sets of resistances for gain controls in the
speech amplifiers.

Cresradio Corporation
166-32 Jamaica Ave. Jamaica, N. Y.

f""  9 j.'"'
4-x

LA r,

!
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DEPENDABLE
The fact that an overwhelming majority of manu-
facturers of radio receivers and radio Dower units
employ the CLAROSTAT is proof sufficient of its
dependability-and convenience. In several turns of
its adjustment knob, the CLAROSTAT provides a
wide range of resistance. It is hand -calibrated. The
same knob adjustment provides substantially the
same resistance value. It holds the resistance value
for an indefinite period. It has nothing to pack, fry,
jam, cause noise, or wear out. In sum, the CLARO-
ST AT combines
the convenience of
the variable resis-

tor with the de-

pendability of the
fixed resistor.

There is a CLARO- the Universal Model
STAT for every radio handling 20 watts and
purpose, ranging from with a resistance span
of from 100 to 5,000.000 ohms, to the Heavy Duty Model of
25 -watt and the Power Model of 40 -watt ratings, in various
resistance spans to meet all requirements. The CLAROSTAT
is supplied to radio manufacturers as a component, and to
radio experimenters and listeners -in as a radio part and
accessory.

WARNING: Because of its great popularity, the
CLAROSTAT is being imitated. All similarity be-
tween the imitation and the genuine, however, ends
with general shape and design. Look for the name
stamped on every genuine unit.

We are prepared to co-operate with all radio engineers and
manufacturers in solving their resistance problems. Write us
for further details.

American Mechanical Laboratories, Inc.
Specialists in Variable Resistors

285 NORTH SIXTH STREET : : : BROOKLYN, N. Y.
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There is a Thordarson trans-
former to meet every commer-
cial requirement.
Whatever your problem-au-
dio amplification, power sup-
ply, transmission or the thou-
sand other problems involving
the use of transformers-our
thirty years' experience in de-
signing and manufacturing is
at your service.

Write us today.

11-10RDARSON
RADIO TRANSFORMERS

Supreme in Musical Performance!
FOR EVERY PURPOSE

THORIIARSON ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO.
Transformer specialists since 1995

WORLDS OLDEST AND LARGEST EXCLUSIVE TRANSFORMER MAKERS
Chicalgo, USA.
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Your
Condenser
Problems

DUBILIER condensers are used
in practically every radio in-
stallation of the United States

Army and Navy. They are the conden-
sers that have been tried by time and
found thoroughly dependable.

Dubilier manufactures every type of
condenser from the largest used in su-
perpower transmitting stations to the
smallest used in portable receiving sets.

As new condenser problems arise, the
Dubilier research laboratories will find
new and efficient ways to meet them.

oilier ,1///
CONDENSER AND RADIO CORPORATION

,0

// //'///4/
4.,
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